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avigation of visualization process involves large, complex, unclassified data sets 
and multidimensional, nonlinear, discontinuous mapping functions. Thus, getting a 
desirable data from those data sets is usually a painful process. It is then important to 
know what is the best technique to do the navigation process. Many algorithms have 
been developed to improve the navigation process. But since each of those algorithms 
has its own approach and test data sets, a system that can compare the performance 
of those algorithms is needed. 
This thesis is about a modular system that is designed especially for testing 
and comparing those algorithms with various data sets. The system is divided into 
six components. Each component can have several different types and can be easily 
taken off from the system and substituted with other components. The s'ystem uses 
network so that many users can access the system and giving feedback at the same 
time. This can help speeding up the navigation process. XML template is used to 
assign values to test data sets instead of having several test data set files. We will 
compare the system proposed! with several test data sets: OpenGL standard objects, 
real world objects, and scientific data sets. 
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Navigation in visualization is a process of exploring complex, large, unclassified-data 
sets, to get a desirable output image via visualization. In order to get insight from 
large data sets, two things are needed [12]: 
1.	 Efficient algorithms. Efficient algorithms are designed so that given input pa­
rameters, a desirable output image will be generated in a minimum amount of 
CPU time, user interaction, and feature space. 
2.	 Intuitive user interfaces (UIs). Efficient algurithms will be useless unless there 
are intuitive user interfaces (DIs) that can help presenting and storing the vi­
sualization exploration process. 
Many papers and project.s have been mad0. in developing efficient algorithms. 
Those papers and projects try to improve navigation in visualization process by devel­
opillg algorithms that can yield a desirable output image accurately and economically. 
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Some user interfaces ( Is) have also been designed to support the algorithms in dis­
playing and storing the navigation process, so that the resulting images throughout 
the process can be reused and percepted more easily. 
User Interfaces (UIs) is also essential in navigation process. vVithout an in­
tuitive user interface (UI) it will be hard to retrieve the parameters of an image, or 
to which direction will the exploration process have to be continued. It will also be 
hard to decide which generator is best for large or small set of data, etc. 
Generator, a component where the algorithm is located, is the main part in 
navigation system, since given a set of random input vector, itt is trying to find 
input parameter vectors which output vectors resulting a dispersed set of images. 
Generators will then wait for the feedback from the user about the first generated 
images, and make another set of images based on the feedback, and so on. Therefore, 
the successful of navigation system is highly depending on the generators (algorithms) 
and the intuitive user interface to guide the user !n percepting resulting images. 
1.1 Navigation Algorithm Problem 
Many algorithms and user interfaces (UIs) have been designed to improve the naviga­
tion of visualization process. Many generators have been developed; each is developed 
to make the navigation process more accurate and economical, and some are developed 
to optimize the previous ones. Some algorithms that are used to do the navigation 
process are algorithms that originally implemented for content-based image retrieval. 
2 
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Those types of algorithm are used for classifying images that are in the database. To 
do navigation process using these types of algorithms, new set of images then has to 
be computed based on the classification. 
With so many algorithms available, it is then hard to decide which algorithms 
have the overall best performance for which type of datasets tested. Each algorithm 
is tested with its own test datasets and with its own measurement of performance. 
Each of those algorithms has its advantages and disadvantages, depends on many 
factor, such as the type of test dataset used, or the size of the dataset. Thus, to test 
each dataset efficiently and optimally, it is essential to know which algorithm that 
should be used. 
The problem is, there is no specific system has been especially designed to test 
and compare the performance of the generators in several measurement aspects. A 
system that can test and compare the performance of those algorithms is then need 
to be implemented. 
1.2 Contribution to the Work 
Since it is essential to know each algorithm's advantages and disadvantages, a modular 
system that is able to test and compare between the generators is then implemented. 
Thus, we know what each generator best used for. 
This thesis is about a modular system that is especially designed for testing 
and comparing generators. The interface of the system itself is designed similar to 
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Design-Galleries [29]. Thp system is able to test many generators and define each 
generators advantages and disadvantages. It can measure the performance of each 
generator in generating input parameter vector; it can measure the time needed to 
give the user the image that he wants. 
The system built is measuring the user interaction (how much time needed 
to :find the desired image and number of deadends), CPU time, and the similarity 
measures between the current set of images and the desired image. There are four 
similarity measures used, which are Gabor, Color Histogram, Haralick, and Correla­
tion. And seven types of generator are used for this comparison process, which are 
Random, Peng [.3511, PFRL [11, 34], SVM Light [4], SVM-Peng [4, 35], Transductive 




DEVELOPMENT IN NAVIGATION IN 
VISUALIZATION 
Navigation of visualization techniques are now developing rapidly. Researchers are 
intensively developing better and better visualization algorithms and user interfaces. 
The developments in user interface part are mainly to support the development in 
algorithms, so that the user can interpret and retrieve the data more easily. 
2.1 Development in User Interface 
There used to be no specific system was designed to support the navigation process. 
There was not even any specific algorithm used to select the rendering parameters at 
that time. All things were done manually. The process of data exploration was more 
like a process of trial and error (turn-key). The user kept trying various combinations 
of rendering parameters until he found the output image that he was looking for. 
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Turn-key method seemed to exhaust the user. Therefore, algorithms started 
to be used to navigate the selection of input parameters. An actual system 'with 
the algorithm in it then started to be designed too to help improving the process of 
navigation. Data-flow model [10] was widely used for commercial used. This model 
allows the user to construct directed graphs representing the flow of data through the 
system. An image graph stores information about data exploration, and is unique 
because of its intuitive edge representation and dynamic features. 
The problem with data-flow model is that there is no way to retrieve the 
visualization process. The input parameter vectors that generate images between the 
beginnings until the end of flow nodes are not saved. Therefore, there is no way to 
retrieve those images back. 
As large multidimensional data set is used, navigation of visualization process 
needs a system that can support visibiliJty so that the whole system can be displayed 
in one screen, and reusability, which means a user interface that can keep track of 
the previous images generated (history). Many papers and projects have been done 
to develop techniques that can solve this visibility and reusability problem. 
Some simple techniques used to solve visibility problem are: zoom techniques, 
graph compression, or focus+context techniques [26], or fisheye lense [lOJ. Herman et 
a1. [12] has done a survey of visualization and navigation techniques. Keirn [23] classi­
fied visualization techniques based on the data type to be visualized, the visualization 
techniques, and the interaction and distortion techniques. 
6 
Some other papers developed new techniques, especially visualization t ch­
niques where all data can be seen in one screen. Fua et at. [8] developed structure­
based brushes that allow users to navigate hierarchies of graph by specifying the 
specific part and the level-of-detail. Keirn [22] developed pixel-oriented visualization 
technique to help exploring and analyzing large amount of multidimensional data. It 
maps each dimension of multidimensional data to color in a subwindow, and decide 
the arrangement, shape, and ordering of subwindows. Abello and Korn (1] developed 
MGV, a navigation technique for massive multigraphs that combines interactive pixel­
oriented 2D and 3D map, statistical displays, color maps, multilinked views, and a 
zoomable label hased interface. Kreuseler and Schumann [25] cleveloped another new 
visualization technique to gain more insight from the information space, including 
an intuitive focus+context technique. Some of the techniques will make the graph 
hard to be visualized. It is hard to find out where we are, and which direction should 
we search what we want. Each of those techniques will make the resulting images 
sometimes distorted and hard to be percept and compared. 
Parameter-based representation system is then made. This type of representa­
tion does not intend to display the whole data in one screen. It displays only a portion 
of data, and let the user interactively steer the system to display the image that he 
wants using several techniques, for example: machine learning, artificial intelligence, 
image graph, or spreadsheet. This way, the data shown on the screen at one time is 
visible, and so it is easier to be percepted. The systems that fall into this category 
7
 
are Image Graphs [28], Spreadsheet-like Interface [20], and D 8i -n Galleries [29]­
Image Graph [28] is a system with a unique nodes-and-edges representation. 
Each edge connects two different nodes, and represents one of six different rendering 
parameters: color map, opacity map, rotation, zoom factor, shading, and resampling. 
It symbolizes the connection between two nodes,. noted what parameter changed 
between the two nodes. Only one parameter can be changed from one node t~ another. 
Each mode simply represents the image itself, and it also keeps with it the input 
parameter vector that is used to generate the image. 
Figtwe 2.1 is taken from paper by K. L. Ma [28], shows us a portion of Image 
Graph representing the exploration of a foot dataset. The numbers added to the 
graph to show the order of nodes generated. Each edge notates what parameter 
changes each time. From Node 1, the user changes the color parameter, opacity, and 
direction of the image to get Node 2 as the resulting image. Node 3 is the result of 
rotation that is applied to Node 1. 
As more images added, Image Graph needs more and more space to display 
the entire visualization process. Because of the limitation of screen space, and also 
for visibility aspect, Image Graph is not efficient for large data set with multidimen­
sional rendering parameters. Therefore, when large data set inputs are used, special 
techniques similar to visualization techniques then have to be applied to maintain the 
visibility of the system. 
Spreadsheet-like system [20} has rows and columns, where each row and column 
8 
zq 
defines what parameter used and 'what is th" value of it. \Nith this int rface, the 
comparison process can easily be seen, and the history of images can easily be traced 
back. 
VI w position original image 
opacity map col r map 
Figure 2.1: A portion of Image Graph representing the exploration of a foot dataset. 
This figure ]s taken from paper by K. L. Ma 128] page 83 Figure 3. 
Figure 2.2 is taken from paper by K. L. Ma and T. J. Kelly [20], shows the 
effectiveness of Spreadsheet-like Interface for comparing skin and bone surface. With 
this interface, the difference between images can be seen more clearly by comparing 
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betwe~n rows and columns. On the first row, the opacity of the foot is determined, 
then the view position, color, and finally zoom factor. 
Sometimes not all kind of data can be explored by using spreadsheet-like in­
terface. Design Galleri'es [29] uses dispersion algorithm which given a set of light, 
finding a set of input vector that resulting output vector can optimally yi Id disperse 
images. Those images are expected to have the br~adest selection of perceptually dif­
ferent graphics that are produced from broadest selection of input-parameter vector. 
Arrangernent technique in Design Galleries will then represent the resulting images 
in a way so that those results can be percept more easily. The arrangement depends 
on the w (width) and h (height) value, where w defines the number of images per 
level, and h defines the number of level. 
Figure 2.3 is taken from a paper by Andalman et al. [29], shows us the interface 
of Design Galleries with varying light selection and placement. In this picture, the 
weight (w) of the interface is 8, and the height (h) of the interface is 3. The user 
defines these values. 
2.2 Development in Generator 
Dispersion algorithm is important in finding input parameter vectors that can yield 
output vectors with disperse resulting images. Nowadays, dispersion algorithm is 
included in a part of a system ca.lled generator (Figure 4.4). In generator, dispersion 
algorithm based its next sampling on the feedback from the previous sampling process 
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that inputted to it. It will learn interactively which direction it will sampl ba d on 
the feedback. 
There are many kinds of techniques used to make sampling based on the 
previous feedback to be effective. Active learning and adaptive resampling are used 
for this relevance feedback technique. 'What the advantages and disadvantages of 
each technique are still questionable. Therefore, a modular system that is able to test 
and compare the performance of generators needs to be made. 
Random Generator is a generator where the dispersion algorithm accepts no 
feedback from the user. It randomly samples images each time. This generator 
has random amount of time to find the desired image; the overall performance is 
predictably not really good. 
There are already several projects made to develop more dispersion algorithm 
that take feedback from the user, and call learn fast from the feedback given. They 
have to be able to sample images that are closer and closer to the desired image in a 
smallest amount of time. 
One of the generator with relevance fe dback technique is Peng Generator 
[35], which given previous images feedback, makes new samples around the positive 
samples of the previous images. Given labeled data, it finds the mean value of each 
feature among the relevant data. It also finds the mean distance from each of the 
relevant data to the mean data. And from that mean values and mean distance 
values, new samples are computed by finding data around those mean values, with a 
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maximum distance of mean distance values from the mean values. 
The other technique is based on paper by Peng et at. [34] and Heisterkamp 
et at. [11]. Given previous images' ~ edback, it uses Probabilistic Feature Relevance 
Learning and its combination with Query Shifting to retrieve similar images. It 
extracts images features and calculates their distances compare to other images, and 
return images with minimum distances. 
This technique optimizes K-nearest neighbor kind of algorithms. K-nearest 
neighbor kinds of algorithms use the same weights for measuring each feature impor­
tance. Given similarity metric, the weights remain fixed in the computation. PFRL 
technique optimize this by assigning different weights for different features, depends 
of their importance in deciding the relevancy of data. This is important, since simi­
larity does not vary with equal strength or in the same proportion in all directions in 
the feature space emanating from the query image. PFRL uses probabilistic method 
that enables image retrieval procedures to automatically capture feature relevance 
based on user's feedback and that is highly adaptive to query location. The weights 
can be calculated by first estimating the relevancy of each feature. If we have: 
with: Xj denotes the feature vector representing jth retrieved image, and Yj repr sents 
the label (relevant or irrelevant), then the estimation of relevance, which uses the data 
from the vicinity of Xi at z is: 
_ ] - L::.f==l Yj 1(lxji - zl <= n)E[y IX z 
.
- Z - K (I
l:j=l 1 Xji - zl <= n) 
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Fronl this estimation, "ve can define a measure of feature relevance for query z as: 
Ti = E[Jlx; = z] 
And the weights is then: 
with T is a parameter that represent the influence of Ti on Wi' If T = 0, we have 
Wi = l/q, which means the weights are considered equal as in conventional K-near 
neighbor algorithm. Thus, the distance between two images is then: 
q 
D(x, y) = 2 L Wi(Xi - Yi)2 
i=l 
I then developed two new techniques that also consider the importance of 
certain feature in deciding the relevancy of an image. These techniques also consider 
that one feature of an image may not have the same importance as other features in 
deciding an image's relevancy. 
The first technique (MyGeneratorl) finds the feature that has the smallest 
distance to the mean of relevant samples. The smaller the distance to the mean of 
relevant sample means the bigger distance to the mean of irrelevant samples. That 
feature will be the most important feature that decides the relevance of an image. 
Consider images A and B (relevant), C and 0 (irrelevant), with n features 
mean of relevant images is: AB+ = AI!BI, A2~B-" ... , An.~Bn. The mean of irrele­
vant images is: CD- = CIt D !, C2;D2, ... , Cn1Dn. The distance between each of the n 
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features of relevant samples to mean of relevant images and mean of irrelevant images: 
+ IA I - AB1l + IB1 - AB 1 1 
0"1 = 
n 




"'2 ­ n 
0" = n n 
From above, the smaller CTt is, and the larger O"i- is, the more relevant a feature is. 
Thus, to find new samples, the more relevant a feature is, the smaller we alter that 
feature. 
The second technique (MyGenerator2) is also implemented based OIl the im­
portanee of image's features. MyGenerator2 finds the range of values where the 
features are relevant and irrelevant, and sorts them in ascending order. For exam­
pIe, consider six images A through F, each contains of n features. Images A, B, 
C, and D are relevant, and image E and F are irrelevant. The kth feature will be: 
At Ht. c-:. Dt Ek Fk-, with 1 ~ k ~ n. After each feature in the image is sorted, 
the result of first feature could be:. At Ek Bi ct F k- Dt, with 1 ~ k ~ n. Based 
on these range, the new samples will t(len be a random number with three ranges of 
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value. The first range is Ak, the second range is minimum value of B k and maximum 
value of Ck , and the third range is D k · 
Other generators use active learning and adaptive resampling [19] in its dis­
persion algorithm. Active learning is a technique of picking a subset of data, and 
classifying them by giving them labels of relevance, irrelevance or unknown. Based 
on this classification, we g,enerate classification model that can label the entire data 
set. Adaptive resampling is a technique that optimizes the process of classification, 
so that the classification model is more accurate and precise, and so have a smaller 
number of possibly misclassify instances. 
Support Vector Machine [4] is also one type of powerful generator. It has 
already been widely used for data classification process, such as speech recognition 
[32], high-dimensional feature space image classification (5], or text classification [13]. 
To do the classification, Support Vector Machine first inputs a set of labeled data, 
and based on those labeled data, it makes a data model. Based on that data model, 
Support Vector Machine predicts and labels a new set of data [9]. In making a data 
model, SVM uses hyperplanes to separate the training data, so that each hyperplane 
marks the limit between classes of data; for binary classification, one side of the 
hyperplane is of class 1, and the other side of the hyperplane is of class O. For 
separahle data, Linear Support Vector Machine is used, while for non-separable data, 
Nonlinear Support Vector Machine is used. 
Support Vector Machine maps X dimension original training data into a higher 
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dimension feature space F via a Mercer kernel operator K that satisfies Mercer's 
condition: 
n 
f(x) = L CtiK(Xi, x) = w <ll(x) 
i=l 
with: 
'W L Cti<I>(xd 
i=l 
f(x) then determine the classification process: if f(x) ~ 0 then x = 1, otherwise x = 
o. 
The two common kernels used are polynomial kernel and radial basis function 
kernel. Polynomial kernel, K(u, v) = (u.v + I)P, induces polynomial boundaries 
of degree p in the original space X. And radial basis function kernel, K(u, v) = 
(e-'(U-V),(U-V)), induces boundaries by placing weighted Gaussians upon key training 
instances. 
Bounded-Constraint Support Vector Machine [18] iH a type of Support Vector 
Machine that extends the solution of Support Vector Machine for large classification 
and regression problems. It consists of two techniques, which are using bouoded­
constraint formulation for multi-class classification and r ~gression, and also using 
Crammer and Singer's formulation [6] for multi-class classification. 
Support Vector Machine Active Learning [13, 39] is one of the generators using 
active learning for retrieving images. It combines Support Vector Machines, which 
already proven to be successful in real-world learning tasks, and active learning. It is 
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developed as a refinement technique of relevance feedback technique. It grasps users 
.query more quickly by using a usually high-dimensional hyperplanes to differentiate 
which data are relevant or irrelevant. The active learning part then trains the SVM 
classifier to classify data from the feedback given to it, and returns the resulting 
images. 
Transd uctive Support Vector Machine is one of the techniques in optimizing 
Support Vector Machine technique. This technique [31, 43] is considering unlabeled 
data in classification process, in addition to relying on labeled training data, to im­
prove the classification accuracy. In Transductive Support Vector Machines, the hy­
perplane is placed based on both labeled and unlabeled data. Joachims [21] in his 
paper shows that this can improve the classification process. 
Statistical Learning Machine [30, 38] is implemented based on a well-developed 
statistical decision theory framework. This generator u::;cs Learning algorithms that 
will converge to optimal learning states a.s the number of learning trials increases. 
















Figure 2.2: A sequence of spreadsheets displaying the visualization of a foot data 
set. This figure is taken from paper by K. L. Ma and T. J. Kelly [20] page 279 Figure 4. 
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Clear: to clear the images displayed
level 
Figure 2.3: A Design Galleries for light selection and placement. This figure is taken 




COMPARING AND TESTING THE 
NAVIGATION ALGORITHMS IN VISUAL 
DATA EXPLORATlON 
Many questions arise regarding what are each generators advantages and disadvan­
tage, and in which part are they better or wor'se than the others. For that, we need a 
system that can test and compare those generators. It. will be difficult for us to test. 
those generators themselves. What we can do is testing and comparing the effects of 
using those generators in the system, for example: using this particular algorithrn in 
the generator in the system will lower the CPU time of that generator, etc. 
When a particular set of data is applied to the system with a particular gen­
erator, the Statistic component of the system should record the result of the testing 
throughout the running of the system, and make a statistic from those results. If we 
apply that particular set of data to other types of generator, we will have statistic 
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for each of those generators. V<le can make a table that compar s each generators 
statistic when that particular set of data is applied. By testing the generators with 
several sets of data, we will have several tables, and also graph if necessary. 
There are two methods that we can use to do the testing to the system. The 
first method is by having the desired image known before the testing is done. Based 
on that image, the user then has to label the set of images displayed on the screen as 
relevant, irrelevant, or unknown, until he finds the desired image. The second method 
is by letting the user directly labels the images on the screen as relevant, irrelevant, 
or unknown, without having the desired image known beforehand. 
We are focusing on the first method in doing our testing to the system, since by 
having the desired image to be known, it is easier for the user to do the comparison. 
The user can directly compare the desired image and images on the screen, without 
possibly being confused by other factors. If we use the second method, there are more 
human factors that we have to consider, since there is a bigger chance that the user 
is not consistent in labeling the images. Being inconsistent in labeling the images 
will confuse the generator in grasping the users query concept, and thus lower the 
performance of the generator. 
The questions that arise in measuring the performance of the generators are: 
--- How much user interaction needed for each generator? 
There are two things that can measure user interaction in the exploration process: 
21 
I.	 1 umber of time the user needs to find the desired image. By coun ing th
 
number of set of images have to be displayed to find the desired image, we can
 
determine how much user interaction needed to find the desired image. The
 
bigger the number of time means the worse the generator is.
 
2.	 Number of deadends that user has to go through during the exploration pro­

cess. Deadend means the number of times the user feels that the previous set of
 
images is better than the current set of images. The user then has to click the
 
back button to ignore the current set of images, and continue the exploration
 
process from the previous set of images. This means that the bigger the num­

ber of deadends is, the more often a user got confused during the exploration
 
process. Thus, the bigger the nqrnber of deadends, the worse the generator is.
 
How much CPU time needed from the starting of the system until the image desired 
is found? 
There are three CPU times that we can measure: 
1.	 CPU time of the Generator component of the system, which is the CPU time
 
needed for the algorithm in the generator to comput a new set of input vectors,
 
given feedback that it got from the user.
 
2.	 CPU time of the Renderer component of the system, which is the CPU time
 




3. CPU time of the ser Interface component of the system which is the CPU 
time needed for the user to label and send feedback to the s. tern, given a set 
of images. 
The CPU time of Renderer and User Interface may not vary for all generators tested, 
but those values will be useful for comparison. By knowing the CPU tim of Gen­
erator, Renderer, and User Interface for each generator, we can compare which of 
those component takes rnost time to finish, and by how much. 
What is the similarity measure between the resulting images so far with the deslred 
. ?Image. 
The similarity between the images on the screen and the desired image can be mea­
sured using several techniques. In this system, four types of feature are used to 
measure images' similarity, which are Gabor, Color Histogram, Haralick, and Corre­
lation. All of those features try to measure how similar the current images displayed 
on the screen compare to the desired image, but they use different techniques to do 
that: 
1.	 Gabor Similarity I\tf.easure 
This technique is defined In these papers [14, 42]. Gabor is originally im­
plemented as a frequency filter, but then also developed for face and character 
recognition. Nowadays it is already applied to recognize multivariate laser range 
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data [36] and it also applies recursively as recur ive Gaussian P5], It measures 
the similarity of two images by localizing the direction of spatial frequen y at 
certain angle, and outputting maximallly at those particular edges with that 
angle orientation. Thus, we can detect the edges at all orientations of an image. 
Gabor filter is used to extract local image featurE;s. Consider an input image 
I(x, V), (x, y) E n, with n is the set of image points and 2-D Gabor function 
g(x,y), (x,y) ED, the Gabor feature image r(x,y) is: 
rex, y) = I In 1«(, ry)g(x - (, y - TJ)d(dry 
With Gabor function: 
, 
'2	 2 '2) 2) X
9A,O,<P(X, y) = e-« x +,y y /20" c08(2n~ + cp) 
wh(~re :.r:' = xcos(} + ysin(}, y' = -xsinO + ycosB, a = 0.56>', 'Y = 0.5 
In	 this thesis, Gabor technique is used to extract the features of images. The 
similarity between two images is measured by comparing the dot product and 
the	 Euclidean distance of two images. 
2.	 Color Histogram Similarity Measure 
This technique is defined in these two papers [16, 37]. It measures the simi­
larity of two images by using color histogram for color image indexing. At a 
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given color space, each local color range is represented by one histogram bin. 
Thus, color histogram represents the coarse color distribution in an image. Two 
colors are considered identical if and only if they are allocated into the same 
histogram bin. Thus, no matter how similar two colors look like, if they are 
allocated into different histogram bin, then they are considered totally different. 
Histogram Intersection is a technique that can efficiently match model and 
image histograms. It overcomes some problems that hinder I"ecognition, which 
are distractions in the background of the object, viewing object from a variety 
of viewpoints, and ocelusiol1. Histogram Intersection matches the image color 
histograms of each of the models. The higher t~e match value the better the 
fit to the model. With n buckets each, the normalized Histogram Intersection 
value of two histograms (two images: I as image and M as model), is: 
And the distance metric (a scaled city-block metric) of the Histogram Intersec­
tion, which defines by function I-H, assuming the histograms are scaled to be 
the same size, is: 
where 
n n 
T= 2::=Mi = 'LJi 
i=l i=l 
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Similar to Gabor, Color Histogram is used to extract the features of images. 
The dot product and Euclidean distance of the images is then compared to 
measure the similarity. 
3.	 Haralick Similarity Measure 
This technique is based on paper by Prof. Robert Haralick [17]. It measures the 
similarity of two images by using probabilistic measures, which used likelihood 
that were derived from Bayesian classifier that measures the relevancy of two 
images. If the likelihoodness between those two images are high, then the two 
images are similar, and vice versa, if the likelihoodness are low, then the two 
images are not similar. 
The similarity is not computed in a common way by calculating the distance 
of feature spaces, instead it is computed using joint posterior probability ratios 
and then taking their weighted combinations. Haralick Similarity Measure uses 
Bayesian framework that combine multiple measurements on images. In binary 
classification, if there are n classifiers with measurement vectors xl, .. " xn, then 
the equation for Bayesian classifier is: 
assign((i' (j)to arg maxCEA,BP(clxl' ... , x n ) 
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and assuming equal priors and condi tional independence the Bayesian classifier 
IS: 
•	 Product rule: o.ssign((i, (j) to arg maxcEA,B TIf=l p(clxJ 
•	 Sum rule: o.ssign(Ci, (j) to o.rg mo.xcEA,B I:~=1 P(CIXi) 
•	 Max rule: o.ss1:gn((i, (j) to arg mo.xcEA,B mo.x~lP(clxJ 
•	 Min rule-: o.ssign((i, (j) to o.rg mo.xcEA,B mini=lP(clx'i) 
•	 Median rule: o.ssign((i, (j) to arg mo.xcEA,B medio.ni=lp(clxi) 
• Majority rule: assign((i, (j) to arg maxcEA,B ~ilp(clxi) > 0.5, i = 1, "" n 
with p(c--xi) is the posterior probability given by the classifier i under class c, 
In this thesis, Haralick technique is used to extract the features of images, After 
the features are extracted, the similarity between the two images is calculat'ed 
by both dot product and Euclidean distance. 
4.	 Correlation Similarity Measure 
This technique uses correlation to measure the similarity between two images. 
To measure the similarity between image A and B, where both images A and B 
have 1 rows and c columns, with pixels of A: all, 0.1 2, ... , alC, ... , arC, and pix­
els of B: bll, b1 2, ... , ble, ,.. , brc, then the Correlation similarity measure will be: 
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with axy is a normalized pixel: 
the RGB value of pixel a 
axy = total RGB value 
As the two images compared are getting more similar to each other, the simi­
larity values should be getting bigger. 
For each of those measurements of performance, we have a table and a corre­
sponding graph associated to it. The complete table and graph results are attached 





A modular and reliable system is built to test and compare the generators. The 
architecture of the system has to be arranged so that the testing procedure can be 
done' as flexible a'S possible. The system has to be made as independent as possible 
from any parameter, so that we can compare the results accurately. In this section, 
we will first describe the architecture of the system and define how we are going to use 
this system to do the testing and comparison (4.1), and then discuss the experimental 
results (4.2). 
4.1 The Architecture of the System 
Figure 4.1 shows us the screenshot of the system. The interfa'e displays twenty 
images at a time. Those images can be clicked; not clicking the image makes the 
-status of the image unknown (signify by the green border around the image). Right 
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clicking makes the status of the image relevant (signify by the blue border around the 
image), and left clicking makes the status of the image irrelevant (signify by the red 
border around the image). 
Figure 4.1: The screenshot of the system 
The Timestamp on the bottom of the screen shows which set of images set 
that has been displayed so far; the first set of images is of timestamp 0, the next one 
is 1, and so on. There are two buttons on the upper side of the Timestamp, which 
are the Next and Back buttons. When the Next button is clicked, depending on the 
type of generator used, another set of twenty images is generated. Those images can 
be clicked again: once, twice, or not clicking at all. The process continues until the 
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desired image is found, and the user quit the system. 
Network is used for this system, so that future experiments on distributed, 
collaborative visualization is possible. Therefore the interface ha.." to differentiate 
when the system is-in the idle state when it is waiting for a feedback from the current 
set of images, which is when the Next or Back button is not yet clicked, 01' when it is 
at a waiting state, which is when one of the button is already clicked and the system 




Figure 4.2: The transition between the displays of images 
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On the idle state, th color of the background of th screen is gray. Otherwise 
on the waiting state, the color of the background turns black, an.d turns back to gray 
again after the waiting state is finished. On the waiting state, no button should be 
clicked, since theset of images that will be displayed will be skipped. The next set of 
images is then calculated based on the skipped set of images instead, and be displayed 
next. Figure 4.2 shows this state change. 
The system consists of six main components, which arc Generator, Renderer, 
Control, History, Statistic, and User Interface. Each of those parts has an independent 
individual task. 
From Figure 4.3, we can see that Control organizes the components of the 
system. Control connects other parts of the system and controls the run of the system. 
Control gives input parameters to other parts in the system, and they reports the 
results back to Control, waiting for Control to pass another input parameters. For 
example, Control gives Generator (Figure 4.4) a training data, in the form of input 
parameter vectors, and also previolils set of images labels, which is a feedba k of the 
previous set of images from the user. Generator is then outputting a u:rtain number 
of input parameter vectors based on the two inputs that are given to it. The output of 
this generator is reported back to Control. The number of training data inputted and 
outputted depends on the generators setting. Different generators are using different 
algorithms. 
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Figure 4.3: Diagram of the system 
input parameter vectors. Those nrst input parameter vectors outputted by th gen­
erator are to be generated as dispersed as possible, so that choices of lights are vary. 
After that, Generator receives input vector from Control, and generate a set a light 
ba.sed on the input vector given. 
Control and Generator gives Renderer input vector. Input vector given are 
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Figure 4.4: Diagram of the Generator 
input parameters. Renderer part consists of three other parts, which are Functional 
Object Mapping, Keyword Substitution, and XML Renderer, as shown in Figure 4.5. 
Functional Object Mapping consists of many conversion functions_ Functional 
Object Mapping maps input vector from Vaillf> range of 0.0 to 1.0 to other valuE' 
ranges, based on what the conversions are. All of the information of what the input 
vectors are (object sizes, cameras distance, et.c) and what conversions to be used for 
each of them are kept. in server input file, scrver.rc, under keyword parameter list 
(Figure 4.5). By reading from the input file, Functional Object Mapping knows what 
the input vectors are and what conversion to use. After converting the input vector 
ranges, it passes the result to Keyword Substitution. 
Keyword Substitution substitutes the keyword used in XML template with 
actual values passed by Functional Object Mapping (Figure 4.6 and 4.7). Keyword 
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Figure 4.5: Diagram of the Renderer 
XIv1L template and match the keyword used for each input parameter, and substitute 
it with the actual value. 
XML Renderer is the last part of Renderer. XML Renderer is the one who 
actually generates images using XML Parser. XML Parser maps the values in XML 
template to actual OpenGL codes and creates the image, and pass the image back to 
Control. 
User Interface is connected to Control through network. With this network, 
































= "desiredlm.ppm" I> *'
<Desiredlmage desiredlm
= "1 1 1 1"1> *
*
 
< Material face "front" type = "diffuse" values 










< LightSource name = "0" >
 
<Light pname = "ambient" value = "%(LightAmbiXYZA)s" I>
 
"%(LightDiffXYZA)s" I> 








<Light pname = "diffuse" value =
<Light pname = "specular" value 
<Light pname = "position" value =
< ILightSource> *' 














<Translate transV = "-120.00.0 30.0" I> 












<Translate transV = "180.00.0 130.0" I>
 




















<Sphere spherelnfo = "120 100 100" / > *' *' 





































<Camera cameraV = "80.0 I 0.2 800.0" > 
< I Carner-a> 
</View> 
<Scene> 






























"1-1 II" I><Material face = "front" type = "diffuse" values = 










"00 0 0" I><Light pname = "diffuse" value =
"1.9203ge-308 0 0 0" I><Light pname = "specular" value = 
<Light pname = "position" value = "-100 -100 -100 -100" I> 
< ILightSource> 
<LightModel pname = "modelTwoSide" value = "true" I> 
<PlaceObject> 
<Translate transV = "0.0 0.0 -350.0" I >
 
<Rotate rotateV = "-180000" I>
 
<Translate transV = "-120.00.030.0" I> *' 

















<'franslate transV "180.00.0 130.0" /> 




"120" I><Cube size*' =
< IGraphicsObject>*' 
"50.00.0 -300" I><Translate transV*' =














Figure 4.7: XML template after substitution 
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images, for display anywhere. simple extension would allow multiple machines to 
be used for rendering. This can make the exploration process much faster, because 
feedbacks from images arrive more frequently. 
Control passes the images that it received from Renderer to User Interface. 
At the same time, those images parameter are also passed to History. User Interface 
is then labeling the images to be relevant, irrelevant, and unknown, and then click 
Next or Back button. When the User clicks Back or Next button, control is given 
back to Control. 
If Next button is clicked, Control passes thos images parameter and label to 
Generator, and pa.sses some data to Statistic. Generator then makes a new set of 
input parameters based on the input given. These are then be passed to Control and 
Renderer. New set of images is generated from Renderer to be passed by Control to 
User Interface. User Interface then repeats the same procedure: marks the images 
to be relevant, irrelevant, and unknown, and paRS it back to Control, etc. If Back 
button is clicked, Control calls History and tell it to return the input parameters that 
correspond to a set of imagE~s before the current imag(~s. 
The History component encapsulates a data. structure that holds the entire 
set of images and their associated information. History keeps track of the input 
parameter used to generate each image. It also keeps track which images are relevant, 
irrelevant, and unknown. If Next button is dicked, History is adding one more set 
of input parameters ~o the list. If Back hutton is clicked, History moves its current 
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position one back and retnrn the set of input parameters correspond to the previous 
set of images. 
The Statistic component will store all the testing results that are measured 
while the system is running. The system win be run several times, each time using 
a different generator. And in each run, that particular generator will be tested with 
several different test data sets. Statistic component will record all of those testing 
results and make a statistic from those results. These statistics will be used for 
comparing those generatOl"s. Vie will discuss what and how the testing will be clone 
in the next section. 
Figure 4.8 shows us the diagram of the system from file structure point of view. 
As we can see from the diagram, visdient and visserver has their own resource file, 
which are client.re (Figure 4.9) and server.rc (Figure 4.10). client.re defines the servers 
name and port number, and also the window width and height, while server.rc defines 
the clients port number, xml template used, parameter list, and mapping functions 
used for each parameter name. 
The words on the bottom right of the boxes are the name of the nam('spacps 
under which the files (folders) are belong. visclient and visserver is where the con­
nected ports defined. Then it goes through ServerFaeade and ClientFacade, which do 
not provide the actual services. They are only the interfaces that pass the informa­
tion to the backend renderer. Net is the actual implementation of the network, while 
control controls the backend parts a.nd sends back the result through Net, to at the 
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end displayed through visclient. 
Visserver, visclient, history, and control are an independent file, while Server-
Facade, Net, KeywordSubstitution, Gen rator, XMLRenderer, GUIClient, and ImageU-
tils are folders. 
ServerFacade folder contains ServerFacade and ClientFacade files. They are 
interfaces that pass information to backend renderer. et contains netclient, net-
server, and communicationSpecs files. They are the actual implementation of the 
network from client to server and vice versa. 
KeywordSubstitution contains KeywordExpander file. It changes the keywords 
used in XML template to the actual values that are generated by the Generator. 
Generator contains all types of generators that are tested and compared by the system. 
Each of the generators generates input parameter vectors in its own way. 
XMLRenderer contains camera, ElementFunctions, FuneObjMap, VectorTolrn-
age, XMLParser, and all other files needed for parsing and generating images. GUIClient 
contains display, keyboard, mouse, reshape, GUlutiI, guiDataStructures, and all other 
files needed for establishing connection for user interaction with th(~ system. IrnagcU-
tils contains simpleppm and imageutils files, which convert images to certain format 
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Figure 4.8: Diagram of the Systems File Structure 
# configuration file for Yisuahzation navigation client,* * # visclient* * 
server host name = localhost* * 
* server port = 1171 * 
initial window width = 600* * 
* initial window height = 600 * 
*--------------------------------------* 








* server port = 7171 *
 
** # configuration for XMLRenderer * 
* ** #configuration file for parameter name list and its accociated * 
* #fullctional object and input vector indices * 
'" xml template file = template2 * 
* generator = RandomGenerator * 
* parameter list = dPa.n dTilt dZoom dMove dMouse CameraOrtha Foglnfo FogColor * 
* MatDifiXYZA LightSrcName LightAmbiXYZA LightDifiXYZA LightSpecXYZA * 
* LightPosXYZA RotateAXYZI ColorTeapotRGB TeapotSize RotateAXYZ2 * 
* ColoTCubeRGB CubeSize ColorSphereRGB * 
* dPan FnObj = DeltaMoveOneOne * 
* dTilt FnObj = DeltaMoveOneOne * 
* dZoom FnObj = DeltaMoveOneOne * 
* dMove FnObj = DeltaMoveOneOne * 
* dMouse FnObj = IdentityOneOne * 
* CameraOrtho FnObj = Linear6Param * 
* Foglnfo FnObj = Fog2Param * 
* FogColor FnObj = Identity4Param * 
* MatDiffXYZA FnObj = Identity4Param * 
* LightSrcName FnObj = IdentityOneOne '" 
* LightAmbiXYZA FnObj = Icientity4Param * 
* LightDiflXYZA FnObj = Identity4Param * 
* LightSpecXYZA FnObj = Identity4Param * 
* LightPosXYZA FnObj Linear4Param= >I< 
* RotateAXYZl FnObj = Rotate4Param * 
* ColorTeapotRGB FnObj = Identity3Param * 
* TeapotSize FnObj = ObjectSize * 
* RotateAXYZ2 FnObj = Rotate4Param '" 
>I< CoiorCubeRGB FnObj = ld ntity3Param * 
* CuheSize FnObj = ObjectSize * 
>I< ColorSphereRGB FnObj = Identity3Param * 
*-----------------------------------------* 
Figure 4.10: Resource file from server side: server.rc 
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4.2 The Result and Discussiolt of the Experiments 
As what we have been discussed in Chapter III, Compa.ring and Testing Navigation 
Algorithms in Visual Data Exploration, there are a couple of experiments that we 
had performed to compare the generators. The sYsterD implemented is a modular 
system that especially designed to do these experiments. In this section, we will 
discuss how to do those experiments using the systern, and then discuss the result of 
the experiment. 
As we have discussed before, there are two methods that we can use to do the 
measurement. The first one is by knowing the desired image before the system starts. 
The second one is by trusting the user to guide the system until the desired image is 
found. In this experiment, we did only the first method for our measurements. It is 
more trustable, because human factor is not as big as the second method. For future 
work, the second method can be done too, to see how human factor influence the 
experimental results. 
The experiment is Jon(~ llsing seven generators, which are: Random gener-
ator, Peng generator, PFRL, SVMLight, SVM-Peng gen >rator, Transductive SVM 
(TransSVM), and BSVM. In the experiment, Random generator generates new sam-
ple set by randomly picking values from range 0.0 to 1.0. Peng generator, based on 
the user feedback, generates a number of samples a.round the positive samples. It 
then picks the most disperse sam]les among the samples to be the new sample set. 
PFRL generates a number of input vectors and generates images from those vectors. 
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It then picks images with closest Gabor distance a~ the new sample set. SVMLight 
generates a number of samples by applying MyGenerator1, and gen rates a new set 
of images from those samples by using SVM Light. It picks the most disperse sam-
ples to get the new sample set. SVM-Peng generator combines Peng generator .vith 
BSVM in generating new sample set. TransSVl\Il generates a number of samples by 
applying MyGeneratorl, and generates a new set of images from those samples using 
Transductive SVM. BSVM generates Ilew sample set by applying MyGenerator2 and 
BSVM. 
Each of those generatOl"s is tested with several datasets, which are: OpenGL 
Object (3 Object: Teapot, Cube, and Sphere), Real Object (AI, Dolphin, FIG, Flower, 
Porsche, Soccer Ball, and Vase), and Scientific Data (electron density of Natrium). 
In this section, we will discuss the result of the experiment based on how much 
user interaction needed, number of deadends, CPU time, and similarity featureH. 
4.2.1 User Interaction 
There are two things calculated to measure user interaction needed by each generator, 





(;~1J.erato'-Dalit Set -Rondoi'll P<ng PFRL S\fMI.·'9h , SVM-Pefl9 Tran"SvjW BSI/M 
Real uh; 13 'I 
Op<,,,CL Obj to! S 3 3 6 5 3 
Scien'l ili.t: 16 7 'I 
Table 4.1: Average time (number of set of images) needed for Real Object, OpenGL 
Object, and Scientific data set to find the desired image. 
Data Se,t Generator 
R.andom Peng PPRL SVMI.,gh, SVM·P~"g Tran,.S.VM 8SVM 
Rea.IObj 0.09 0.25 0.03 0.02 0.12 0.08 0.12 
OpenOL Obj 0.08 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.20 0.00 
Scienttfic Data 0.06 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Table 4.2: Average number of deadends of Real Object, OpenGl Object, and 
Scientific data set as time increases for all of the generators tested. 
Time needed to find desired image 
From Table 4.1 we can see that when testing Real object, Ramloltl generator needs 
the most time to find the desired image, whiJ' PFRL, SVMLight, and TransSVM 
needs t IIf) least time. When OpenGL Ohject data set is lested R.alldom generator 
needs the most time to find the desired image, while PFRL, SVMLip,ht, and BSVM 
needs the least time. When Scientific data set is tested, Random generator needs the 
most time to find the desired image, while PFRL, TransSVM, and BSVM needs the 
least time. Thus, we can conclude that Random and BSVfvI generators need the most 
and least time to find the desired image no matter what the test data set type is. 
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Deadends 
Tables and graphs in Appendix B show the number of deadends of each generator 
when tested with different test data sets, and in which timestamp it happens. From 
Table 4.2, the average number of deadends/time between generators can be compared. 
The bigger the number of deadends/time, the more the user had to back to previous 
set of i:mages and started over from there. That means th bigger the number of 
deadends/time, the worse the generator is. Table 4.2 shows that for all Real Object, 
OpenGL Object, and Scientific data object, Peng has the smallest average number of 
image clicks/time. For Real Object and Scientific data, Peng has the biggest average 
number of deadends/time. For OpenGL Object,Peng and TransSYM have the biggest 
average number of deadends/time. 
4.2.2 CPU Time 
To measure the CPU time of the Generator, Renderer, and User Interface components, 
we use the wall system clock to time them. The system clock resides in the Statistic 
component, where aU the measurements and the results also reside. To measure CPU 
time of a Generator, the clock system records the time w hen Control passes training 
data and labels to the Generator. And when the Generator passes back the resulting 
input parameter vector to Control, the clock system records the time again. The 
CPU time of the Generator is then' the difference between those two times recorded. 
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Dati) -., Gt'nera(ltor (m.lul!co,alj 
Ran-dom Pcuy PPRI. S\/Ml-.ghl SVJ\!·Pcng Tron~SVM BSVM 
Generator 0.0789 1.0073 ~!>3.3000 10.6905 11.2441 9.1556 75.9091 
Real Obj Renderer J 45.2071 153.5455 214.2179 21-1.6727 194.7584 200.3657 175.7211 
VI 0.3953 0.3852 0.4679 0.5476 0.5143 0.4957 0.4544 
Generat,or 0.0001 1.4()00 491.6670 12.5000 8.2500 1/.8000 16.1667 
OpenGL Obj Renderer 107.667'0 1/4.2000 143.5000 141.8330 9~.5000 11'1.0000 141.6670 
VI 0.4167 0.'1000 0.3333 0.5000 0.4167 0.5000 0.5000 
Genet·a.t-or 0.1250 0.9286 421.8750 1/.8000 13.3000 9.6250 16,2500 
Scientific Rendere,r 109.6560 142.7860 203.5000 202.2000 204.5000 204.6250 202,5000 
VI 0.4375 0.57J4 0.6250 0.5000 0.'1000 0,6250 0.7500 
Table 4.3: Generator, Renderer, and UI's CPU time of all Real Object, OpenGL 
Object, and Scientific Data sets for generators tested 
The CPU time of Renderer and User Interface components are measured in the same 
way. 
Table 4.3 shows us the CPU time of all generators when tested with three data 
set types. 'When all Real Object, OpenGL Object, and Scientific test data sets are 
mea.'3ured, generators with the largest and smallest generator CPU time are PFRL 
and Random. PFRL has much bigger generator CPU time because each time the 
generator has to generate a lot of output imagp.s, extract the features, and calculate 
new set of images based on the extracted features. Random basically just randomly 
generate new input vectors. It does not have to calculate anything else. That is why 
it takes a very small amount of time to finish. 
When Real Object is measured, generators with the largest and smallest 
renderer CPU time are SVMLight and Random. When OpenGL Object is mea­
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sured, they are PFRL and SV 1[- Pengo 'A. hen Scientific Data is measured, they a.re 
TransSVM and Randorn. 
The bigger the VI CPU time means the more Ilsers have to think \\ hen labeling 
the images. This means the generator is not very informative or confusing. \Nhen 
Real Object is measured, generators with the largest and smallest ur CPU time are 
SVMLight and Pengo \Nhen OpenGL Object is measured, they are both TransSVM 
and BSVM, and PFRL. When Scientific Data is measured, they are BSVM and SVM-
Pengo 
4.2.3 Similarity measure 
Similarity measure is calculated Ilsing two methods. The first method is by calculating 
the Euclidean distance between the two images. The smaller the distance between 
the two images, the more similar the two images are, and vice versa. Thus, as time 
increases, the distance of the two images should be getting smaller and smaller. The 
second method is by calculating thE" dot product. between tlw two images. This 
method calculates the :similarity val1J(~ betweeu two ilnages. Thus, the higf.!;er tll(' dol. 
product value between two iInages, the rnore similar the two images are. 
To define each generator's perfonnance, for each similarity measure technique 
used, maximum, average, and minimuIU similarity measure values are calculated. 
Maximum, average, and minimum similarity measure values are the maximum, av-
erage, and minimum sirni~arity values anlOng a set of images compare to t.bp image 
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that we' want to generate. 
The discussion of the result will consider two factors. The first onp is the 
performance of each generator as the time increases. This is examined by the tables 
and graphs on Appendix C. Appendix C has t.he complete tables and graphs of all 
maximum, average, and minimum distance and similarity value of all t.est data sets 
when measured using all four features as time increases. As the time increases, the set 
of images generated should have smaller and smaller distance to th" desired irnage. 
The second factor is the robustness of the generators, which examined by the 
tables and graphs on Appendix D. Appendix D has the complete tables and graphs 
of all maximum, average, and minimum distance and similarity value of all test data 
sets when measured using all four features. Since it is always possible to con'truct 
situations that favor a particular generator over all the others, the issue becomes one 
of robustness. For each feature of a sample file of a particular data scI, types, the 
average of the first three timestamps of maximum, average, and minimurn distance 
tables of each generator are calculated. The distance rate d m and the distribution 
(upper and ]owpr Cjnartiles) of each gf'rlerator's lllaxinnlDl, aVE!rag't', <tile! minimum 
Euclidean distance can then be calculated from the sample files' maximum, average, 
and minimum average values calculated above. The similarity ratc of each I!;cnerator 
is calculated using similar method. 
The robustness issue [7, 33] can be captured by computing distance and sim-
ilarity ratio. The ratio T m of its distance rate rim and the smallest distance rate in 
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a particular example: rm = The ratio r m of its sirnjlarity rate 8 m and 
t.he biggest similarity rate in a particular example: rOm = 
generator m* for that example will have d m = 1, and all other generators have larger 
values dm 2: 1m -;t711-· Equivalently, it wiD have 8 m = 1, and all ot.her generators have 
smaller values 8 m :s; Im-;t711-· The larger the value of dm (the smaller 8m ) the worse 
performance of the mth generator is for that example. The distribution of dm values 
for each generator over all the problems therefore seems to be a good indicator of 
robustness. The graphs generated plot a distribution of the distance and similarity 
rate for each generator. Each has maximum and minimum value, and box that marks 
the range between upper and lower quartiles, and horizontal line b tween them that 
marks the median. 
As mentioned above, three test data set types are used in measuring the sim-
ilarity measure, which are Real Object, OpenGL Object, and Scientific Data. Below 
we will discuss each of them, with different similarity measure techniques used. 
Real Object 
Tables and graphs on Appendix C show the generators' performance as t.he time 
Increases. When all Gabor, Color Hist.ogram, Haralick, and Correlation are used, 
both PFRL and BSVM are mostly able to generate image with the smaller and 
smaller minimum distance to the desired image. Only PFRL that is able to generate 
set of images that have constantly smaller and smaller average and maximum distance 
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than the previous set of images. 
Figure 4.11{a) examines the robustness of the maximum distance distribution 
of a particular generator over all other generators when all Gabor, Color Histogram, 
Haralick, and Correlation features are used. Among all genera.tors, 'I'ransSVM is 
the most robust generator. It has the best median performance (1.3.1), and also the 
narrowest interquartile range. In half of the problem, its distance rate is no more than 
22% than the best case. In 3/4 of the problem it is rno more than 33%. And it is 46% 
in the worst case. PFRL has similar but slightly wars median and interquartile range 
performance compare to TransSVM. Peng, SVMLight, and TransSVM have average 
median performance and interquartiJe range. SVM-Peng has also similar performance 
to those three generators, but it has the widest interquartile range. Random has the 
worst distribution, where the corresponding numbers are 1.55, 43%, 50%, and 66%. 
From Figure 4.11 (b), we can examine how well a particular generator per-
forms on average over all other generators wh(~n Gabor, Color Histogram, HaraIick, 
and Correlation features are used. In this part.icular problem, both TransSVM and 
PFRL are the most robust generators. TransSVM has among t.he best interquartile 
range, but average median performance (1.30). On the other hand, PFRL has the 
best median performance (1.28), but slightly worse interquartile range compare to 
TransSVM. In half of the problem, TransSVIvl has 29% worse distance rate compare 
to the best case. In 3/4 of the problem and the worst case, they are 51% and 73%. 
The corresponding numbers for PFRL are 27%, 52%, and 74%. Other generators 
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Figure 4.11: (a)-(c) Maximum, average, and minimum Euclidean distance ratio 
(rm.) distribution for Real Object data set with Gabor, Color Histogram, Haralick, 
and Correlation features combined. (d) Combination of Maximum, Average, and 
Minimum similarity value distribution for Real Object data set with Gabor, Color 
Histogram, Haralick, and Correlation features combined. 
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have much higher median value and average interquartile ranges. Generator with the 
widest interquartile range is SVM-Peng. Random is the generator with the worst 
distribution, wbere the corresponding numbers are 1.58, 57%, 75%, and 92%. 
From Figure 4.11 (c), the robustness of the minimum distance distribution of a 
particular generator over all other generators when all Gabor, Color Histogram, Har­
alick, and Correlation features can be determined. For this particular problem, both 
TransSVM and SVMLight are considerably the most robust generators. TransSVM 
has the best median performance (3.67) 1 and among the best interquartile range. 
SVMLight has the narrowest interquartile range, but slightly worse median perfor­
mance (3.84). In half of the problem, TransSVM has 252% higher distance rate than 
the best case. In .3/4 of the problem and the worst case, they are 694% and 1294%. 
The corresponding numbers for SVMLight are 268%, 678%, and 922%. BSVM has 
the widest interquartile range, while Peng has the worst median value. All other 
generators have average median performance and interquartile range. Among all gen­
erators, TransSVM has average interquartile range, the best in median, ba.lf, 3/4 of 
the problem and worst case performance. 
Figure 4.11 (d) examined the robustness of the similarity distribution of a par­
ticular generator over all other generators when all Gabor, Color Histogram, Har­
alick, and Correlation features are used. In this case, it seems like the generators 
with best median performance have among the worst interquartile range, and vice 
versa. PFRL and TransSVM have among the best median performance, but their 
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interquartile ranges are among the wor, t. On the other hanel, Peng and SVIVl-Peng 
have among the worst median performance, but their interquartile ra.n )·e8 are a.mong 
the best. SVMLight and BSVM have average median performance and interquartile 
range, while Random has the worst distribution of all, with 0.45 median, 117%, 160%, 
and 253% higher similarity rate in half, 3/4, and worst case of the problem. If we 
look at the graph, the interquartile ranges of most generators are almost the same. 
The difference between the best and the worst interquartile range in this particular 
problem is not extreme. Thus, if interquartile range performance is ignored, PFRL is 
the most robust generator, with corresponding numbers 0.58, 69%, 121%, and 231%. 
If interquartile range performance is essential, then SVMLight is the most robust 
generator, with corresponding numbers 0.52, 87%, 128%, and 250%. SVMLight is 
the generator with the most consistent performance, even though its performance is 
not the best one. 
OpenGL Object 
Tables and graphs on Appendix C show the generators' performance as the time 
increases. \\Then all Gabor, Color Histogram, Har-aliek, and Correlation are used, 
no generator is able to generate image with the smaller and smaller minimum and 
average distance to the desired image. Only SVM-Peng that is able to generate set of 
images that have constantly smaller and smaller maximum distance than the previous 
set. of images. 
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Figure 4.1.2: (a)-(c) Maximum, average, and minimum Euclidean distance ratio (rrn) 
distribution for OpenGL Object data set with Gabor, Color Histogram, Haralick, 
and Correlation features combined. (d) Combination of Maximum, Average, and 
Ivlinimum similarity value distribution for OpeIlGL Object data set with Gabor, 
Color Histogram, Haralick, and Correlation features combined. 
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From Figure 4.12(a), we can determine the robustness of the maximum dis-
tance distribution of a particular generator over all other generators when all Gabor, 
Color Histogram, Haralic1<, and Correlation features are used. It is clear from t.he fig-
nre that TransSVM is the most robust generator. It has the best median performance 
(1.58) and the narrowest interquartile range. In half of the problem, it has 58% higher 
distance rate compare to the best case. In 3/4 of the pwblern and the worst case, 
they are 59% and 166%. Peng has the widest interquartile range, while Random has 
the worst median performance. Other generators have average interquartile range 
and median performance. Random has the worst distribution, with corresponding 
numbers 2.81, 180%, 185%, and 230%. Its distance rates are high in all cases, which 
means it is at all time performs badly. 
Figure 4.12(b) shows us that TransSVM is clearly the most robust generator 
on average over all other generators when Gabor, Color Histogram, Haralick, and 
Correlation features are used. It has the best median performance (1.23) and thp 
narrowest interquartile range. In half of the problem, it has only 15% higher dis-
tance rate than the best case. In 3/4 of thf' prohle.rn alld tlw best. cmw, tlwy an' 
19% and 121%. SVM-Peng iii the most robust generator after TramSVM. PFRL, 
SVMLight, and BSVM have similar performance, with average median performance 
and interquartile range. Random and Peng's distance rates are far above other gen-
erators. This means that both Random and Peng perfonns worst compare to other 
generators most of the time. Random has the worst distribution with corresponding 
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numbers 2.29, 115%, 125%, and 135%. 
From Figure 4.12(c), "ve can determin the robustne s of the minimum dis-
tance distribution of a particular generator over all other generators when all Gabor, 
Color Histogram, Haralick, and Correlation features are used. For this particular 
case, TransSVIVI has considerably consistent performance. It has best median per-
formance (1.34) and among the narrowest interquartile range. It has 19% higher 
distance rate in half of the problem, and 31 % and 45% in 3/4 of the problem and 
the worst case. SYMLight has narrower interquartile range compare to TransSYI'vI, 
but TransSYM's range has better performance with lower distance rate. SVMLight 
intprquartile range is 1.38-1.51, while TransSVM's is 1.23-1.49. Peng has the widest 
interquartile range, whih~ PFRL has the worst median performance. Other generators 
have average median performance and interquartile range. 
Figure 4.12(c1) examined the robustness of the similarity distribution of a pa.r-
ticular generator over all other generators when all Gabor, Color Histogram, Haralick, 
and Correlation features are used. As we can see from the Figure, the interqllar-
tile ranges of most g(~nerators tpsted are almost the samf'. Among all geIWri-lfIHS, 
TransSVlVl has considerably consistent performance It has the best median perfor-
mance (0.84) and average interquartile performance. It has 15%, 33%, and 57% higher 
similarity rate in half, 3/4, and worst case of the problem. SVMLight has narrower 
performance compare to TransSVM, but its median performance is worse. SVM-Peng 
has the widest interquartile rangf', while Peng has the worst median performance. All 
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other gen(~rators have average median and interquartile range. Random has the worst 
distribution with similarity distances far below other generators, which means most 
of the time it performs worse than other generators. Its corresponding numberl:> are 
0.63, 52%, 60%, 68%. 
Scientific Data 
Tables and graphs on Appendix C show the generators' performance as the time 
increases. When all Gabor, Color Histogram, Haralick, and Correlation are used, no 
generator is able to generate image with the smaller and smaller minimum, average, 
and maximum distance to the desired image. 
Figure 4.13(a) examines the robustness of the maximum distance distribution 
of a particular generator over all other generators when all Gabor, Color Histogram, 
Haralick, and Correlation features are Ilsed. It this casc, TransSVM, the generator 
with best median performance (1.98), seems to have tl)P widest inter-quartile range. 
It. has 98%, 107%, and 117% higher distance rate compar(' to the best ca.se in half, 
3/4, and worst case of the r>roblem. SVM-Peng has the sPcolld best 1I1cdian )('rfot-
mance after TransSVM (2.03), and it has considerably nalTOW intcrquartile range. Its 
corresponding numbers are 103%, 110%, 117%. As we can see from the figure, the 
interquartile range difference is not much. But, if interquartile range is essential, we 
can say that SVM-Peng has among the best median performance, and considerably 
consistent performance in general. If interquartile range is ignored, then TransSVM is 
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Figure 4.13: (a)-(c) Maximum, average, and mInImUm Euclidean distance ratio 
(rm.) distribution for Scientific data set with Gabor, Color Histogram, Haralick, 
and Correlation features combined. (d) Combination of Maximum, Average, and 
Minimum similarity value distribution for Scientific data set with Gabor, Color 




the most robust generator. PFRL a.nd Random have tIle worst median performance. 
All other generators have average median performance and interquartile range. Ran-
dom has the worst distribution with corresponding numbers 2.12, 112%,120%,129%. 
From Figure 4.13(b), we can determine ho"\v well a particular generator per-
forms on average over all other generators when Gabor, Color Histogram., Hara.]-
ick, and Correlation features are used. As we can see clparly from the Figure, aU 
PFRL, SYM-Peng, TransSVI',,1, and BSYM have the same (lowest) me han value 
(1.51). Among those four generators, BSYM has the narrowest interquartile range, 
but its distance rate distribution is worse than TransSYM. Even though Tra.nsSYl\1 
has wider interquartile range, it has better performance. Thus, we can conclude tha.t 
TransSVM is t]w most robust generator in this case. In half of the problem, it has 
46% higher distance rate compare to the best case. In 3/4 of the probleTIl and the 
worst case, they are 59% and 73%. SVM-Peng has the widest interquartile range, 
while Random has the worst median performance. All other i!;encrator~ have aver-
age median perfurmance and interquart.ile range. R.andom is the gelwrator witb t h(' 
worst distribution, with corresponding IllilIll)(\rs 1.60, S5(j;'" DI %" G7</1. Even though 
Random has the narrowest interquartile range, but its distance rat,(~ is far above other 
generators, which means it performs hadly most of the bInp-. 
From Figure 4.J.3(c), the rooustness of the rninimum distance distribution of 
a particular generator over all othpr generators when all Gabor, Color Histogra.m, 
HaraIidz. and Correlation features are used can be determined. SVM-Peng has the 
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best median performance (1.33), but am,ong the widest intp.rquartile range. SV IILight 
has slightly worse median performance (1.44) but. among the lowest interquartilp 
range. Thus, we can say that SVMLight has among the best median performance, 
and considerably consistent performance in general. In half of the problem., it has 
44% higher distance rate compare to the best case. In 3/~1 of the problern and worst 
case, they are 104% and 165%. Random has the worst median performance and the 
widest interquartile range. Its distance rates are far above other generators. It also 
has the worst distribution, with corresponding numbers 2.59, 159%, 239%, and 317%. 
Figure 4.13(d) exarnined the robustness of the similarity distribution of a par-
ticular generator over all other generators when all Gabor, Color Histogram, Haralick. 
and Correlation features are used. In this case, Peng is thp most robust generator. It 
has the best median performance (0.84) and narrowest interquartile range among all 
generators but Random, In half of the problem, it bas 542% hight" sirnila.rity rate 
compare to the best case. In 3/4 of the problem and worst UlH(', tbf~Y are 578% and 
6180/<. Random has the narrow<-,s( interqllartile range, !JlJt among the worst median 
perfo['luallce, In general, it !>f'rfl.lT'llls wors(~ t.han ()th(~r g('[l(>ult{)rs most. of 1.\1(' tiIlH' 





Data recognition and classification process is one of the most difficult parts in com­
puter graphics. Many papers and projects have been done to improve the navigation 
of visualizations process. Many algorithms and intuitive user interfaces have been 
designed, but no specific system has been developed to test and compare them. The 
system is a modular system that tests and compares the effects of using each of the 
generators. Using the system that we developed, we are able to ddine the advantages 
and cli. advantages of each generator compare to others. The system is built espe­
cially to compare all the existing generators in a couple of important aspects. The 
system. is made to be as compatible as possible to do the comparison and testing. All 
input parameters are inputted from a file (input vector file and XML template file), 
so that they can be changed easily without changing the system. The system also 
allows many users to access the system at the same time, to speed up the exploration 
process. 
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The system has been used to compare the performance of seven gen ra­
torS, which are Random generator, Peng generator, PFRL, S f\IILight, SVM-Peng, 
TransSVM, and BSVM. Three types of data set are used to test each of these gener­
ators, which are Real object, Opel1GL object, and Scientific data set. 
Two measurements are calculated to measure how much user interactions are 
needed during the navigation process. They are the time needed to find the desired 
image and the number of deadends. The experimental result shows that no matter 
what the data type tested, Random needs the most ti.me to find the desired image, 
while PFRL needs the least time. The result also shows that generators that contain 
Peng algorithm in them have the largest number of deadends, while SVMLight has 
the smallest number. When CPU time is measured, for all data types, PFRL have 
the largest Generator CPU time, while Random generator has the least. 
This thesis discusses in detail the experimental results when all Gabor, Color 
Histogram, Haralick, and Correlation features are combined. When all features are 
combined, for Real Object data set, the most robust generators for maximum, aver­
age, and minimum Euclidean distance distributions are TransSVM, both TransSVM 
and PFRL, and both TransSVM and SVMLight. For OpenGL Object data set, 
the most robust generator for maximum, average, and minimum Euclidean distance 
distributions is TransSVM. For Scientific data set, the most robust generator for max­
iUlum and average Euclidean distance distributions is TransSVM. The most robust 
generator for minimum Euclidean distance distribution is SVMLight. 
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For Real Object data set, the most rohust generators for maximum av~rage, 
and minimum similarity distributions are both TransSVM and PFRL. For OpenG L 
Object data set, it is TransSVM.For Scientific data set, it is Pengo 
The complete experimental results are attached on Appendix B, C, and D. 
Appendix B contains the tables and figures of user interaction (time needed to find 
desired image and number of deadends) and CPU time of all generators. Appendix 
C contains the tables and figures of Euclidean distance and similarity value of all 
generators as time increases. Appendix D contains the tables and figures of Euclidean 





As we can see from above, the performance of each generator is greatly influenced 
by the type of data set tested and which similarity measure used. Besides data set 
type and similarity measure used, there are several factors that can influence the 
performance of each generator. The system that is built for this thesis has several 
areas that can be improved in the future. 
PFRL has the worst generator and renderer CPU time. This is because PFRL 
generates a new set of images based on the output features of images. Thus, each 
time PFRL has to generate a new set of images, it has to generate a number of input 
vecto:rs, and generate images from those input vectors. Finally it has to extract each 
image's features, and pick a new set of images based on those features. Instead of 
generating full size images, thumbnail of images can be generated in the future to 
reduce the generator CPU time of PFRL. 
In BSVM, MyGenerator2 is used to generate new samples that BSVM used 
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to generate a new set of images. In IIyGenerator2, for each feature of an image, 
there are several ranges of value that are used to generate new samples. For example, 
if there are n features in an image, then feature 1 has k l ranges of value, feature 
2 has k 2 ranges of value, ... , feature n has k n ranges of value. Thus, to generate a 
dispersed new samples, each feature's range of value has to be the combina.tion of 
all other features' range of values, with possible number of new samples generated: 
k1 * k 2 * ... * k n . MyGenerator2 does not apply this. Thus, new samples generated 
by MyGenerator2 may not give the samples that user wanted. This can significantly 
influenced the performance of the generator tested, which is BSVM. In the future, in 
order to get a dispersed sample, new samples have to be generated by considering all 
possible features' ranges as described above. 
The system built akeady calculated the number of mouse clicks/timestamp 
and image clicks/timestamp of the exploration process. These numbers can also be 
used to measure generators' performance in the future. For example to examine 
whether as time increases the user clicks more relevant or irrelevant images. Also 
whether the user often clicking and unclicking imageH, which can rnea:,mrc whether 
the user is often confused by the generator. 
There also exist several directions for future research in expanding this com­
parison system. The system can be designed and put in the web, so that exploration 
process can take place instant places at the same time. Bender et al. [3] gives us a 




testing and comparison of dispr-fsion algorit.hms call also be don(' in th futl.1r.e , so 
that. we will not only have the final result of the algorithms, but also the resulting 
images in-between the starting point and the ending point of the algorithms. Kim et 
301. [24J gives us good reference for this. V/e can also ry to reduce the preprocessing 
time of the system in displaying images on he screen. Lum et a1. [27J do research 
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Graphical User Interface	 A computer program designed to allow a computer user 
to interact easily with the computer typically by using a 
mouse to make choices from menus or groups of icons. 
Multidimensional Data	 Data. that relates to or has more than three dimensions, 
ot data that has several different aims, qualities, or as­
pects. 
Scientific Visualization	 A visualization that conc~rns with explorinf.'; data and 
information in such a way as to gain understanding and 
insight into the data. The goal is to promote a deeper 
level of understanding of the data under investigation and 
to foster new insight into the underlying process, relying 
on the humans' powerful ability to visualize. 
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Timestamp	 A device for recording the set of images' numbers that 
sen out by the navigation algorithm throughout the ex­
ploration process. 
openGL Library	 A trademark of Silicon Graphics Inc and is a cross­
platform standard for 3D rendering and 3D hardware ac­
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, 
0 4.06179 4,0617.9 4.08119
 
I • 27866 4.11l366 .(,.27eea 4.2'666 427865 4.21&66 4.27866
 
2 4.02516- <.30020 -4540346 4.1261S 4.0ms 3,8~4 4.4011'"
 
3.93552 <I.6lI787 04.27412 4,49366 405567 42m1 f:~
 ·•	 ',1 • .2A5Ol! 3.0237" "4011-4 3»
 4.1sn 'l!.6B7B1 .,27... -< 31.
 4.26506 ".30026 ',a
"T 3BJW 4.2'86B 10 
4.102S·15 •_.• 4.21866 .....- ........... ~..."....
 "	 - ~-
p,IllNIMUM VALlE 
T.... ............. .....P M"tnPFRL MinSVM;. MlnT, ...-.dIJe{. ... Ml<il3VM M'nlnlum DotPrvckfc:l ".ln9.....kll·	 · ... 4.06118	 4.05179 4.001i'9 .4JJ617'9 4,06179 4.06-17i 4.OEJ.lnJ•,	 -4.271500 4.27666 4.27B66 .--"... 4.21865 4.2.nG8 42786€l ! 4.7 ,	 ~ "5· --.' ­4.02,$15 ~.5'i,3415 4.128215 4.(12235 3._ 4·.~O714'.3002<1, 
3.1~3!552 -4.6Bl~7 4.21472 ...,.. 4.05507 4.25677	 7' 





• '0• 4.27866 DntI 
-_~ 1.IrA'.... ->+-...."..,. 
CORRElATION	 I:::-~ -"""I..~--~ 
MAXIMUM VA1.UE 
,,~	 
Ma1frIwn OotProdlid I»lng eon.ldem,M.cD:R1ll'WkJm, ,,- MCDCPFRl M..s MIIlJI5I1M-P M.cT~III1trdUc;liwl ............
 •• ....l'J6.0012 80.0072 86.0072 S6.(I072 " 66.0072 &6..0072 M.OO1:2 ./ ........
 
03,229:> &3,.2299 M.2200 032299 832m 63.2290 032290 ==.-­;: ~s 
83.8738 71,221 61.6955 1'.227 TI.227 083.1232 7t.127 ~
 
92.-4082 1'1.8083 68.3907 63,<1-504 MIHOO 00.30851 .-A' /
,,""'-- , 
89.,2<4-26	 59.8449 71221 I::	 ".
G2.S619 74.683	 0>.2299 -.......
 




03.2299 :::=,,-	 ·~l--=~-~ 
AVERA.GE VAlUE 
r... A R..-n PFRI. "\0"l1li.001 Pfuduci UJI'", Co,r.l.don 
5-1.4192 !Jl ....J92 51."192 51.4192 
• ."""" 61';1.2 Sl.-4U~2"" ••• P A A • l"twlldUCUYlJ A ._,,- 41'1l2•
I	 58.5782 511.5782 &8.6782 68
."
..50782 r.8S782 6&5]82 58.67-81 .............
.. ,..	 leo2	 5lS.640e 511.88407 55.581 eS.&1DB SO,_ --of,	 "600'61.0273	 SU017 63.4S7Go 180.2082 58,7301l..,....	 S;J,6nil ....69.6051 - f59· ~ ~ ·•	 61.9614 61.1017 7 "r~ .,' -~ - .I51,.5112
 50 .... 5'8841
 '" so"1	 51.02]3 580.5-7112 ,.
se',(i409,• 
5&.5782• 
~w-o- ~1lL . Aoro§V"""IlU1:::=0. -. TIme --.."....-.- -+--~ ,.... MInRa"IdOl'T\ ....P MitlPFRL ,"". , MinSVM-P ....,Tr.,~ 'AInOS'JM M1N1MUN VALVE MInimum Dol PJlactuct Ullnll Correr.lIon 
336012 :JJ,6012 33.&112 
•,	 9.73722 IU3122 9.13122 D..13722 973722 · g.nl22 ;.73722 70 
336012 336012 33.6012 ».0012 ,2	 'S.8.3S4 41.2139 48.2.&e9 4:12139 41.21-39 4t.025S 46.021S ~:
&.086':!J. 461852 59.]873 5716'59 r5e.4794 6S.5718 .._­
30.4'163	 47.nn











I. E;UCUDEAN DISTANCE 
GABOR: 
"lAXJMWVAlliE M~ltnum DlI''--'c1ll ,,*1"8 Cltbor 
T.... · Mod'FRL ... , ............p MaTr~\t.. D.O
"'- .....	 "....."'" ,0 0.4e918 0."6978 0.4381& O.4M1! 0.4891& · 0.4897& 0.4l19'78
 (I'4!978 0-45918 O.4e97e O.4e;gl.! 0.48il78 o.4eg7e 0 ..897&
 ~ 0.' > OA
 
0.4a978 04397& 0.10685 0.226SS 0.0&441 019042'8 0.<1918
 












1>,48978 n.• 0.018978. 
:::::~-,:;: ::::.t:~.CIl •• ___ ~ .-..." 
AVERAGE VALUE 
A~OlJt_IIIuslnt°.a.«• vto·p n.,6duelil..., • .s"'" D.' 
, 
T... A R........ A P A PFRL A S hI A~
 
0 0 ....., 0.38963 • .3lIOOJ .,..." 0.3e96J 0.38963 0."'"
 
'0.39157 0.39157 0.390157 0.291'51 O.39'~7 o 39t57 O.:J9.157 ~ D.'
 '<,..~x ...........

2	 04333 (1.31294 0.193n 0.26245 0.2A»< O.l1048 0,.... , 0.471004 0."'" 005927 D."'" O.0fi9J9 0.0913& O.'3SiJ157 ..... )<
 
0/'46&6 0.37194 0.,..3Jot 0.39584 D.2
 
0.40957 0.26215 0 
"\./ o'
1::1·••	 0.43005 r-'. ." 
7	 0.40957 0 
0	 o..tI ..eae 0 II
•	 '0 00.471004 TIme.O.,f333 
:::::~.... __~h --A"ll~'0	 I::::===­
Mlloj/MUM VALUE ..... .....iIIRIInd'«r. ","P · MlnPfFCL. t.MnSVMl. hi ~svt.4. Minr'lWled~" ...,as"" MI"lmulttOU,-u.lneQabor0.250	 DlOO« O.loo.s4 0.10044 010004.:1 0.10(U,.40.1004'" O.IOG« 
, 
I 0.12051 OI~51 0.t2051 0.12051 0.120SI 0.'2051 O.I20SI /\
 
2 0.'3452 0.04846 0.1014 I).CoINS 0.04848 0.04234 0,011lO3 ~
 
O.2J9;8:1 o.OOMtl O.~05 O.02nos 0.05167 0,0.Il1,12 0.12051 > 0.115 / \ , / \ .
 0.2 1\ 
0.134./18 .......	 (l,04&l!'6 0.06169 •..00::-" A ?
j 0.\













 TI_ __u.' 
COlOR HISTOGRAM	 l:::;::~..,., ::::~""1:':--+-~ 
Mo6J(JMUMVALUE: 
"alnUftl [Het.lc., wkl. Color Hllrtogr...Tm. ..""'....... ..... · MI&Ilf"FRL ...... hl Ms6VIIA..p Ma.T(~'" M.,sS!JM !.'
 1.211.26 1.27126 1,Vt2fi 1.2n26 1.27126 1.271~ 1.2112G ,	 "•,	 1.27128 1.27126 1.27126 1.27128 1.,n26 1,27'126 1.2'71215 ~ ". . 1.21'126- 1.21126 1.27i26 127128 1.21126 '.27126 1.21t'2fl > 1.2
 
t.27126 1.22176 1.09526 tl~S 1.00025 1.12628 1.21128
 
1.271026 1.2712fj. 1.211.215- 1.27128
 
,	 "'.' /j 1.'Ui "­
v-,,/







·••	 " ,... 
" 
"-
'0 , 1..2712f;i n_
 
IP 1.27126­ I':::=.=r ::::~... --~ 
AVEAAGEv,to,lUe. 
AvwlIg.ahbnc. ua-Ing ~ H!IIlJogrml
T"""	 A ......... A A PFRL A I A A ''f;,.,W\.cfve SVM '.2
•,	 "'" · · .'10400.4 1.04004 1.04004 1.040004 1.a..OO4 1.1).4004 l.tl4OO4
 O.9530t 0.95JO~ 0.!t5J01 0.95J01 0.9S301 0.95301 09S3tl, ~ ", /~~'
... >	 t,I072 1-02481 00.63233 0.7814 1.= 0.83902 o ,.,Sl5
 
1.11676 1.158.27 O.e7358 0.7~ 1.09376 0.96273 O.95JlJ1
 



















Minimum ot.t....::. u.~ Colo, HMtoatllm
1.2It.4INlMllM VAlUE ,.....	 .MinRM"!dofro · """FRL MnSVM·P ~"""1",W1.wetlwl MNJSVUMi••"'"• 0'.(106'18 ..."" h~O,0664e 0.06&18 0.C6648 0.06648 0.060(00"'" 
1 0.00053 0.00053 •."""'" 0.06053 0,06053 O.Of5OSJ O.06i06J
 
2 0.01651 (10,07754 O.006J3 0.01403 O,01'7S.t1 0010S 0.01-139
 
! •.0 ,,	 0.26Z1!J loom 0,0053 0.00194 t0924115 0 ..... 0.0<i051 ! ...
 O.26Z7G O.O77~ lJ..OnS4 0.2G276
•	 0.2 It2B27tJ HI9352	 V•	 00.2(iZ16
 




I,lJrl'fl.t!.. ,D	 0.2'6"2.16 Jb\I__~ ............
 __ -o-I,jloo8,...u
'0	 I::::::=.--Pwooo --­0.26276 
HAMitO< 
MI\)lJfAUMVAlUE.	 Md'lmu"" Dl.t_u colna ....lIck 
T..... fAmcRerdom ....... · M.cPFRl ..... , MmcSVM-P ..t.lO(T•.,~ fAaBSVJ\4
 D	 J,.5<10~8 361016 3.57018- 3.570"8 3.57015 J~l()'le 3,570'8 ~ ·	 .
~., 3.481015 J4!108 3.J18101!!1 3."81015	 - --<::.\-""..... f .....3.46108 3415103 3.451015 
·•
, •.11953 3.92'839 4.22321 3.-;'28'39 3-92839 3lDSElJ 4{22'32"1, 3.81492 3.33361 tl'.6~f1 1.71248 a.M71 G.80'IZSl 3.48108 'I. /
 
3.82368 3.92839







 '0 I~~~ :::~ducl_~~~
•	 """'" 4,119S3 AVERAGE VALUE 
r_ A A- A FRt A VI I A VI.!." , A T,lWlsduo:ttw • .5..... AVeflllg. Dbl~ ill"'" CoSor HI.tow.,. 2.ee.8r>4 2.eEl874 2.uaa74 2..8&74{ 2'.1!Ga74 :l.Me7.•	 ....." » 1	 1.6.1091 2.61097 2..61007 2.61097 2.01097 201097 .:2.EillXl1
 
2"78789 2..... 2.2$019 2.3721!!l 1 &1132 2.88516

, ,..." ~ ~: , > 23.2TS2Cl 1.70~15 O.3S7l2 0~J5J4 D.085'14 0.35900 2.&109,7	 ~ 
0 2'76189 2)71"18 2-91t4g

S 2.11613 114097










,•	 '0 " TIm. 




MfNIMUM VAl.UE MlnlnoumOl.~u.l""'CoIoI'HII-"" 
T~. MinPfRl L MinSW-P L4r1Y'lI'lsdue..... 2.-- ,,\inP ,....."'" 1.26633
 
1 IMWl73 0.68023 0,56023 a.OOO2:l a. ...., O.I58Q23 O.680ZJ ! 2 F\ /\
 
O.T-BIt 0.00736 0.22436 aJ>Jl7.)6 0.01136 0.07159- 0.345
 ,2 2.0185' 0.D652ll Q.0J981 Q'.0!S4S1 0.04891 o.aeon "- 7 "I ...­




092112' OJl81J6 00813/J r: ""- ..A". ./ ... a O.e. ­0,3"591e. 0,06l191 





0.73661 I::::=~=::'~--=eb ~""""""" 'a 
CoRRB.ATION 
1oI01mum Dt,1anc. ua'ln R #"--...tIon 
MA.XJMUMVALUE 0,," 
11mo ..... . ..;><PfRl , JJl!llSIJM..P ""...l •.,1IducV>.oe M'=BS'IM 
a 0.2ll62' ~ 0.' . ./ -.........- -......-.....- Q.26G24 O.2G6l4 "'"" 0.25Q4 0'-' O.~4 0.2062' ">­
1 0.2'127
 0.21727 0.2.1127 0.,21127 0.21721 0.21127 0.21721 0 
0.215e6 0.23831 0.2'39!iI1 O.lIse& O.211e9 0."'"
 
0.30599 0.14828 1" -..
2 0.257198 ~---../ .., 013505 IU2:I1? O.1C1Clo1 0.11543 0.2:112:7 0.'
 
4 0.28493 O.2.1S86 <1.21586 0.28411 ~<il
 :l! 0.15 










.0 · 0.25798 I::=~..,.". :::::I:I~... """"""'" 
AVERAGE VAlUE Io.v-.l)l,lhnA \II ..... ColTatlll:lon 
nm. A R..-dam A P A PFRL A S'VM..t hi A ""'.F A Tlill"lJ'dI)C.tM!, A SVM O.1V 
0 0.1eJ37 0.'8331 0.18:)37 0.18331 'O.18JJ7 0.18331 0.18337 ~ 0.17 ..... 
I ;> 0160.1346 00.1346 0.1346 0,1345 0.1346 0.1-346 0.1346
 
2
 .0.16059 0.10914 0.15'325 0.12'54 o IHie 0.11-415 0.16581 i 0,13·
 




, O.t1tJS2 0.•2JZ7 0,09558 0,0937 0.09239 0,0e8li9 0.1348 ~ -::"-- ;' 
,• 0< 0.09 , 0.070.1'574-4
 
7 O.1'ftI91





Ol'kovIrYUUl:l/'III~~~. =:::~~ -+-~~~. · 
Mln!mum OIJiUnC* u...... oComIII1tOl'lMINIMUM VALUE 0.~2 
TIme MlnR.,oom ..,.,F MinPFRl , MlnSVM- MlnTr.-ltdul;Ww MlnBS\lM .­
0 O.IO.!12 0.10812 D.10!l12 O.10ll12 0.10tJ1<Z 010812 O.WDall ! 0.' ~~ 
, 
1 O.082'S:J 0.06253 0.08253 D.0!253 0.06253 0.082-53 0.""'" > 0.08 "'7
 
2 0.I031l O.()5f}21 0,06249 0,(15.92~ o,om. 0.0&124 O~Oe2J4 ",,"y ""'-/
 
O.~-S D.De12t D.0J;82& D.CSn9 0.oa511 0.001031 G.<Ja253









-~-,;. =:=t:~ ___~ 
10 o HI311 ­ -
2. DOT PRODUCT 
GABOR 
........mum Dot Proctue:1 u.lng O-.or

MA>:lI\'IUMVA.lUE O.of.S 
n~ M-.qtneJcm ...... , MlIll'PFRl MaCiVM-f',," • J.tCDITfen~cr;"'II M..ssV/>l.......-0
 
0 0.28353 0.2e353 O.2USJ O.2fl353 0.28353 0.2!l353 0.28353 "X7 ~! o~:I OZ\8,O 0.2J:M 0.- 0.""" 0""" 0.2308 0."'" ...... \-IF\.
2 0;35'9S3 0.248,1 0.31181 0.29486 O.24!11 0.38431 0.33339 ~ O~, 0.40019 0.21'532 O.2nQ6 0.201!04 0.21678 0,27'8'6- 0"'" -"'.: 7 ,"Y . ~ 0."4 0.11'606 0'.24.s~ 0.2481 0.25283 .'>Z. "­










,.• ::::-tl~~ =::: ~:..t:t'dudJ.,. .~~ ."--I 
AVERAGe VALUE A1I'H~ Dot Produo1l11L'1'Q Ollbor 
-...,., A 'R.-dam A F A PFRL A 9V hi A \/M·P' . • T,..ad'uc:!t'o'o A 
0 0,070'9 O.070Hil 0.07019 0.01019 001019 0,01019 "'" O.070'IV 
~ O,OS4al 0.0543" 0.054."31 0.054'31 0.0643,1 0,05431 0.05431 0,2· r-'" 
0.' 
2 0.04342 0.07163 021834 0.14156 G.13'T67 O.1816Qo O...323e 
-r7 ";;:, f0,t6O,l'J21~2 0.10:54 O.2U35 02'03- O.212~ 022.Hl 0.054'31 .'fA 'I.
 
0.02496 0.071eJ 0.13787 O.OSIM 0.'
 IIR_ ~r .• ... 




0 ,7 0,GoIS'2 0.02498 II 
• 0.O21!2 
·,• ,. 
10 0.04342 I=;:r~:::::~..... :WJA ­
MIN'lMUM VALue Mlnfmum Do1 Produdwlnll Olibtn.... f.tlnR-xm MInP r.4inPFRI. MlnSIIf.1l , M&lSVM..P . MI.,TrenlC'u<:t1'ooo MlnSSWA 0.25 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2
 
1 a 0 0 0 0 0 , ~
 




 0 0 0.21423 0.133 020516 Ol4863 0 ; o. 7T\
 




 r"'T_~1:::~P!roI -- .......... 11
 
COI.OR H1SJOORAU 1lI"l'mltn DotP,oduel u.I~Colot' HI.I.......".
 
MAXIMUM V}.l.UE ~ 0.' 




CJo.mSJ '071353 0.76119 O,77JSJ. 077JSJ. 0.17'J53 O,nJ5J 
j 0' r 
0.71353 0.0611 0.6163' O.BolI684 0.0111& 0.61AQJ onm '" O~
 
0.17353 On3~ V
o 77.J53 0'= 0
0.7135:3 0.0961" 
O,71JSJ '0• II 1 0.71353 TTme 
• 











A A P PFRL A Y , • SYM-P A T,...sduciM A W
· A	 Ol~l A."",,-OoIP~W;lnnCoforH1l~I_0.16(1.41 
, -, 0.22165 0.22755 0221SS 0'22155 0.22155- 0.22,", 0.22155 0.35 (111302 C ~5141 0.34364 0.2ll989 0.'5316 0..2141 Q.J21-4-e 
,• 
! O~ l:::=/'" 
0 """"'" lJ,I604T 018041 o 1S)t10150<111 0.16041 ·	 O.A 




0139' 0.'- 0"""	 ;!O.2S
0161.,	 0.15315 o 129U 
• 0.'
5	 0.12152 O.OSSTS lr 0.16 




10	 0:11302 " Th-
MINIMUM VALUE	 ~A_ 
r_ 'l1iJ1P , )hoT,.-"sdutlille I:::z;;;-e.r ::'=...a..-+-=· ",finPFRl ..... Win$VM-P M!nBSVM
 0, 0 0 0 0 0 · 0 Minimum Dot Producrt u.1- Col« H11!!i' ­"~In~ 0 0 0 0 0 0.02 , •	 • 0 -.0
 , 0 O.QU2'6 0.01138 0.008:96 IlHll126 0014Je 0 I O.O'~
0	 0 • •	 /l\ I• •	 I O.Ot5 0 0.01712 ·	 -, \ I• •	 ! 0.005 ,7, •0 V
 
0




_-"""lMo.IlJII'II0	 I=:::=--wy;. ::~~<Iwd ... -+-~ "I 
H4RALICK 
M.... lmUm Dol ,.rodue:1 u.1nv "_alkllMAJUMUM VALUE 
20,......"""'" MIIlCPFRl "'<>S , 'M~'JM..P MmcT,.,tduclNe M&<9SvM 
0 14.04"304 '"14.-4304 14..4304 "'.011304 1...... 304 · '''_4J0.4 to4i.43J4 ~ .. -~
 
l>m.I 12.7254 '2..n~ 12.72504 tV2s.4 12.1264 12_1261
 
2 15.1'361 '406969 18.mS 16.2504 14.69089 18.0124 17 5453 /?>.
 
11).9216 14.0214 15.8642 14.5645 14.0274 150.8866 12.12Sl1 - /
• 14,.lmB9	 ''',6989- 1:J.e'ofll F '.I' ""'.--;lo- ......... 7
'Z99za
 
5 '''.2129 14.0401 y V
 · •,	 12.7887 " "fO " 14.2729
 
0 12.9913
 " " TIm.10:9216•	 ,Ue>A'IU ...swi......
10	 15.1"3<810 I:::~ ::::~~ ".-.. 
AVERAGEVA.lUE ,	 ""'"Aa. ~ Producl wlna H....kk.... A R........ A R A PFFll. A A SYM-l' A T, ..sd~ A 20
"'...	 OS"" 
6.13205 6.13~ 8.1:J206 15:IJ2lJ50 6.1320-5 G.tJ205 e IJ2'DS
 
6.11829 8.11829 6.1"1ll.29 8.1'1829 6.111129 a.."112& 6.11~
 
0
•	 l" ~ 
2	 5.7521 6.6J23ll B.7S716 e.JS393 116B!l6 10195'2."" 
4.331S6 0.22206 14.542 '13.3217 13.9-W3 13,1811 &.11821
•• •	 
t I:
, ­0 6.632:38 8.35393 S."nt3
 '6.0asJ
 ilS.02700	 < .......... /





'0 5.7521	 I:::~~ :::::~--~ .............­
MINIMUM VAlUE
 
MinRendocwTIo ","P · MlnPfRl ,,"S k' MinSYM·P M~tIIll'«futWo J.tinBSVM ..
 Wlnlmwn Dot Pfoductu...... H.alk-Il,'Ime	 · 
,,
0 1.61837 1.6H137 1.61837 15HIJ1 UH831 1.&1831 1.51837 lA.
 
Illl904 1.61904 1.61004 1.61'!iOA 1.-61'!XW UI'9O'lo 1.8"190-4 ~ 12
 
1.63689 3.49486 15.91532 4.21332 4.21"332 4.57964 4.21332 ~
 10
 
3 1.563'17 2.47127 13.4932 9,04063 13J!194 11.1369 1.8'~90-1
,,.,.. '3,"9lIa5	 4.2:1332 ,..... • • 
5 l.eon 2.1051:1 ·	 I • 1.s.aJ17	 ~ ,•
1 1..80'11	 · 
I .....•	 0 '01.58311• 
fO	 Dme'63689 
--1ookiS'.'Wl4H 
COnRElATlON 1~~:P!l?I ==--~--~ 
MAXIMUM VALUE	 MufmlMR Do,ProcnK. UI~ Corrtldon 
'00",.,.p M~R.i.. M..s\IM-P MGllTUll\lUiuc..... M&Jd3S\IM"'"""""'" "'as	 ••0	 S9.1515 69.t615 89.1515 89.16t5 80.'1615 8;.1516- 60.16'1.5 -, .,.... · .,..., ·	 t .. .. , &7.58J. 87.683 81503 87.5&3 81.683 >
 504,5533 812455 00.15761 89,6252 lH.2<lI5S 84.4213 89.2175 
J
eo
, .,.., eo 95.11855 87~IS7 15.22(18 10.1211 01.8191 14.05e5 'S· 
A	 93.9614 87.2465 81.24S5 91.9377 10·,	 
" ,.~.98e1 61.&461• 76.212t eo
 
7 95.9861
,	 to 11 03.9614
 
95.4e5S Tim.
•	 .. u..~10	 54,553) I:::=~~ ~:''I':i=...~=~::li''JJI;, 
AVERAGE VAlliE Aw..... 001 P,odU4t u.fna eon-.a..tlon 
l .... A ~ A P · • PFAt A A' S"liM.P A T,~IMluc"'" • 8""'" eo• ,0 527692 52.7<69Z '52.7692 62.7692 52.789'2 5VGD2 52.1692
 59.1&16 59.1916 51>.7911J 5!)'1,r1(l 59_71115 5-97V1ll 9.79U' ~ "70·
 
2 59.236ll &8.()712 75.86JI 73.6522 1I.1ll2r 77Jl95e -yo­
•	 
10._ > ., 
508,629.2 157.!l'5J 70404.8 6160118 !1.£lI75 61.3069 59.1iot6
 
eo.5Sif" 68.0712 '07966 541lWi





68.6292,.•	 ".2368 ...... " l:::::};r~ ---:;;=dI,dN'l -+-¥A -- ...."""'" 
MtNIMUM VALUE 
lbTle, MinRondom "'~P · lI.i!\nPFRl. ..... MlnSVM·P MlnTI~1)o.Ie MrilS"'oI eo Minimum 00. Prodvct UII,... C«1"~ 10.7189 11).7'169 '07"1139 10.l·lag 101"'9 H).7189 10.71e9 10•, 3U'01l 31.10'11' 311011 317011 311011 31.1011 311011 
16.2<155 60.1335 60.0019 60.1335 6O.llJ5 ....... 576372
 ~: 
























, E::UCUDEAN DISTANCE 
.ABOR 
MAJIClMVMVALUE, WllldmUm Dlabnc. u-In9G.abor.... "'.cR.-.dom .. .._"'- M""'\It.I. ht M-SVU-P ·M1IItC'Tr..uduc.livtI .......... ,
0.80181 0.8071$1 0.flO7"1 0.B0181 0.101.&1 0.60187 0.80181 
, •, 0.80781 0.eo781 0.eo7aT 0.eo18T (J.E:Olar D.eD7tn 0.&0787
 0,flO7S1 0.2S5S! 0'42<1- 0,2042502 0.1 t.~18 0.2"~2 0.:1593 0.8 \ I \
 
3 O.W7&1 0.110787 0.0_ 0.24891 o 10m 0.'I1QI8 0.32503 0.6
 
0.:110781 0,eo1eT 0.= 0.1M 0.2OO1Iill \. I \
 
0.80787 0;80181 0.24891 0,l1g16 0.' ...















0.807.87 I --""!J:jfffll,,'o!'t ::::t:~ I
 
AVERAGE VAlUE 
11m. A .......... A A PF"'- A S t A .p r........,..,. A	 A¥... DU~..-.tne0lbor
 




·,I 0.050373 0.50373 0.50313 0.50313 0'50J13 0.8




3 O.B2Be 04"8~ D.0'5'502: O.1~,104e Oml213	 010324 O.I~ZB9 ~ 0.4 . ,
0.54007 0.4Il1512 0.04.592 0.09978 0.0740'1 0.3









0.~1'602 I 3 7 12•	 
0
• • • • • 10	 C.Wl51 -0-""'-" I11	 0.55698 I:::;;;;;;:"" ::::=-....-+-= '0 
MINlMVM VALUE 
1;",.. ,....,R.-.dom ...... MlnPFRL t """",",P MOrITr~~....,.	 "'"'lnum Itb~ nlng 0 __ 0.2 
O-.l~ 0.12665 Q.126ElCl O.t2M6­0 0.12666 0.12668	 O.l26M """"''''' , ·	 A A A0..07245 0.01'245 0.012-45 0.072-45 0.01245 0,013-45 0.e124!\.,	 0.150.12066 0.04.291 a,oum 0.04059 0.042!l7 0.040&11 O.OtU1
 
3 0.1'2901 0.07026 0,021-4 O,~294 0.03137 0.02&9 0.0158 ''\. ~\ /\/\/\

0.1-4825 0.06512 0.0213.9 0.048-11 0,0262'1




'0.07236 I , 3 , S 8	 , 8 10 11" 10 0.11308 





T1mo M_""""" MuP MllltPFRL , ....:sVlM' ·M_T,.-udl.a:;:lMI MIIlI9SVM.."'"	 US 0 1.214'13 t,21413 1.21473 1.21413 1.21-473 1.21473 ,.,

1 ~.~~:~~ 1.21413 t.2141J t.214.n 1.2U7J 1.2.... 7'3 1.2'14'73
 




3 1.21413 1 H~399 0.92745 0...... 0.92'825	 0.95637 O.OO4J2 1.1 " , 1'.2'-413 1.15.3:PSl 0.92161 0._ 0.93079 1.05
 1.21473 U5399 0.99&9:2'. 0.95637 ,





1.2147J 1 2	 10 11 I • 
ID"	 1.2.1473 __""uA..- • • • , •:::=::::.=-........
11	 1.21473 I :;;::M;m.t."'" --~~ I 
....VERAGE VALUE 
A...... Dbt:a1Po'l..WJn,gc..oklrH1l~lime A A P · A PF.... A t A ""oP A Tr</n&du;tivIl A 5VM I.'•, 1.07161"""""" 101161 1,0116'7 1.07167 1.07157 · 1.'011-67 1.01167 --'~ "If:
 1.07933 1.07!UJ ',01933 1.01S3l 1.0'1933 1.0'1933 'D7m3 1.05
, 1.07385 0.9-104'2 0.$1943 0.92131 0.91434	 0.92731 0.QZ355 \\ .7'" -". ........ 7 ""7
 3	 I.OJ1U 1.03845 0,92239 0.88337 O.ln4 0.91133 0.922:35
 
'.1).(803 1,OO~9 0."'2465 O.sti'9ll8 0.92<41).4 0.95 
-w' ~ """












MlnRandcm MlnP MlnPFRL Mtn'SVMLf hI Mir\SvM.P MlnTr.m.duc'tMt MlnBSVM
 1iI'"lmum a.lMe_ ulJ.llIg CCJtor H'*lotloMl'l"...
0 0.84&32 D.&4832 0.848.32 0.0<032 0.$832	 O.twa32 O.&4l132 
, 
0.88948 0.589(0 0.68946 0...... M&M6 O.8l1040 O.aB94D 0.0·
 
2 01104049 0,fl2:..14-4 0.~6 0..90118 0...... OJ10111' O.88tM \
 
040-4; P.92IJ1 0.&1;zo.&: 0.Oj818 0.GOOO2 ...."" 0,rae187 0.'
 
·, ...,..	 \0.92f\1XI O.91!JEI2 0.0'2Ml O.f.t1209,	 0.'0.40449 0.92'81 O.OUl,11I 0."'" ·,	 ~ "\. /\ 70.404.0f& 0.924.4	 0.90110 0.2, 0.01015 '\.7 '\.7 
0.4Q.449 
0.OH16 1 2 3 1 10 11 ·•	 • • • ......,• " 10	 O.~G4-49 Ulr>lM.Ol..IgN

11 0.4().U9




ro... M""""""" "'uP Mm:P'FRL M MecSVM-P ~TrG'l~ fAacBSVM MuJmum DUI:Mc:_u_1n9 H••kk 
0 4501.7 4.61"'91.' '!.flOm,7 4,00191 U;o1Sl7	 4.507111 "'.&0197, 4,4-40&4 4.4'U)6o( 1i.440001 4.44064 .......	 444O(W .. 44064
 
4.87019 1.I"SSt 0.1&026 0.41202 0 ..... 0.47202 0.16436
 
3 4.1587:56 4.415747 0.43076 2.2213-( 0,49144 o 18G43 076821 \.
 
4.0035 ",048419 0.39692 0.151119 O.4Je99
 







.1.9,nZ•9	 ...... , 31	 10 
10	 •.~053 __t,l..".~_U"""'Rl " " 4.12562	 :::~~~	 I" 
A\,IERAOEVAtUE-. A Rondom A P PF"'- A S'I ht A VM·P , A 'frllFlWuc:ItJe A A....,.., D1.tMc. u..lng ....k.1a 
0 3212eA 32U64 ·A 3.2'1124 J.2t2et	 1212&4 "" •J.21164 32t2l!oll 3.6· 
7.1'994 2.12994 2.72994 1.72994 2.72:004 2720001 ,, ­,	 3·3.53157 0.700'l8 0.30012 0.34g,s;e 041322 0:>1950 0.290415­·	 • .53	 3.55048 2:.-42191 0.365O!1 0.041309O."~1	 O,431!:J D.. I.... ' 
0.JG53a295-719 2'-"1915 OlYXI O.411)J1 ' .
 
3.11Bo!8 '2 42~97 O.4Ja5.7
 I.' .0.43'1113 ·•,• 2.71"8 '.10006	 0.:>0958 , 291916 0.'
 
341202
 0 ,.9•	 231916 , , , ,.3 • • II2.111HJ 
-'''llf'J"iIl.t




• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • 
..NI VALUE_RL...,p	 WI",lInuat Dkt.ne_ ..I,.. H• .aur_	 fhlR.-v;k;wn 1 ",,"SVJ.,I·P; "~Tl"'~ L1in8S\l?,l".... 
O.709S4 0.109S4 '~109S4 O.7Q9S.l. 0'.... DJlJ9S;l, O.1095-l1•	 •.5 _1	 0.'.216 0..... 216 01<1216 .0 '42.16 1),t.21& O.H2tlS 0,142'18 ...
2	 0.27'43 0.3'11119- O.:Jloae 0015143 0.34919 0.•5'.3 OJl6WZ ... 
3	 oeSotO' 0.35489 .,32103 Q.'lSS67 0..2978 0331'33 0'''6'99, 053916 035327 0.32183 0.1399 0.3'13041 '.''.3
5	 0.23318 0.35489 0.16581 0.331'33 
6	 o 25!1al 0,34919 O,t5l43,	 ..0.2,6.,....,
•	 




" 1,1	 0.23278 
CORRElATION 
MAXIMUM VALUE 
Mclmuns ORIW'C. " ..Inlll e-r.laclon...." M&l:PFRt ......v f.4lDSVM·P Ma,a:T,~$dUC1Iv& M!DBSVM 
D.3e2e 0,,3626
 
I 0.320&4 0.32Oll4 032084 '.32Oll4 0"." 03200< O.3ws;\ 035
"
 
2 0.3.50432 022616 0.2252 0.20213 O.19i3e 020,273 0.214115 '.3 
........... --......­
3	 0.,.... 0.25602 0,15118 a.212M 0.1967-8 0.21023 0.24363 
"""""""'" 0.3826 0,3(\25 0.:36260	 0.""""" 0. 	 . ..... 
,	 0.250.336M 0,2561-8 O.14e66 0.:2"1769 O.1eog~ '(p­ -. 
5	 0.3'101171 0.256D2 0.21286 0.21023 0.2 ....




0.35514• 0.35891 1 2 J , 5 , 11 12 
10 0:38-555 ............ I
 " 11	 e=~~ :::~~_.-j ..........
0,31411	 -" 
AV€RAeE. VAlUE 
...,,~ I)b,~ Wll,. Con'elrion-,
0 0.24961 0.2<4961 O.24!l151 
•
024951 - " 0."24951 O.2of961 O.2"4f1)G1 ..,.A -.- A P · • P'Rl A ......P ·• T'renedUc:l/'.oo:I • 8SVlIol 0.2<1 
1 0.21214, 0.212:14 0.212'" 0.2:1214 0.214"14 0 ..21214 0,4'1214
 
2 0.23431- 0164'1 01278' 0.153-.3 O.,sass 0.1s:!13 01&763
 '.22 
'.23	 0.:2340'5 0.18315 1).l1621 0.16193 0,14605 01'5"7 0_1~
•	 a.us0.22816 0.1193 Dt02B2 0.1~ 01151.8 
•,	 
0.16
5	 0.21176 Q.16J15 0.161'93 1).1'5S51
 










 I:::~,. -==~--= I 
MINIMUM VAlUE 
nma ..., · MW"Rl. M........ .MinSVM-P IMtnTrerudu!:lMI MinBSVM...~-	 'Mlnllmltm Db:-.ce ,",I". Corntll1Jon0 0.1503'7 0,15037 0.Hi031 0.15037 016031 0.15031 0.15031 0_1'1
 
I 0.1./1547 0.14647 0.14&l.7 0.14~1 0.'''641 0.lol1lH7 0.14-641
 
2 0.13931 0.0671 0.07832 o,oe~ O.06H 0.085301 0,1)7142
 0.115 
J	 00.1Je141 OJJ~t21 0.07215 0.100312 0.06924 0 .... 004967 0,13,
• 
O,1'SH4' 0.08132 0.06931 0.1'1751 0.ee13; '0.11
 
o_usa 0.08121 Q.trol2 0.1006 O.De " .......: ~
 0;15(116 o.oe:n 0:08534
 
1 0.13734 ~,
 •	 ~."'''''/-.....0.01 .lJ'




•	 1 2 J , , 10 12 ........ "
 
0.1358	 --....,- .....,.. •1=::===Panpo --......... --- I
" 
2. DOT PRODUCT 
GABOR 
MA)(JMUMVAlUE 
TIm. M..:R~ ".." ·MaPFRL MlIdVMLl hI MlIDIS\If.t.P t.texTof:M~~ MlJll9SV!'A MuJ",Ufn 001 Producl ,,-,In... Otbo, ••5'.0285< 0.92854 0....... 0,9US4 O.D2aS04 0.92Z!54
O~"'" 'I
 
2 0.8113 0.70379 0.73733 0.125.e7 CH-4000 0.1258'7 0.n987 \ .A /\. / ..........
 
•
I	 0.7914'1 0.19141 019147 0.7'91A7 0.19141 0,791-47 0,19147 0.' 
,	 0."0.!6961 0.69943 0.7096 0.72452 0.7'3374 0.7394" 0.78ll.'2'5
 
0.801"9 01006 ....50 0.132t2 0.72029
·	 0.• --"	 " ..... •,	 ~ 5	 0.8383'3 0.6'99-&3 0.72452 073944 0.75 O.8:S8.7J 0,70379	 0725&7'.1lD639	 0.7· , 0.1Q!J1 0."
 
01lO6J.
 I 2 J 5 7 '0 11 !2 
10	 OJ!l5B7J 
-~ 11	 0.8-.3833- I:::~ :::~ ...-+-~::"~ I 
Ave~OE VAlUE 
T1mo A R""'~ A P ?fro. • VML, hi • S.VM·P TIa'l:lducllYe • M'tiM A".,. 001 'Hlld"'M ",.Itt; OJlbof0.15,· A ,0 0.33109 0.33109 0.33100 0.33109 0:33109 0,33109 0.33109
 0.32764 0,32184 0:321M 0.302164 0,32164 O.321~ 0.3::l',1e.t 0,85
 
2 0.119648 0.59825 Ge9J15 0 ....", D.108ZC 0.eeo52 0,55·
 /11.0"""" 
J	 0.20513 0.'3-4362 O.eiin78 (1,681)45 0.1'0171 0,701115 0,11079 II 
0.2821(4 D.3AIDQ •....., 0.7CJ625. ....,. 0.46	 • ·	 .,5	 0.27Q;l O.Joo1J82 0.fle!J45 070118 '.3!l 0.:30684 0.W25 O,B&63e	 --.•,	 0."0.-292-45	 :'" "' ,.•	 OIS • • • 0.2006•	 ­0.2924$	 , 2 3 , 5 10 II 12."...	 . IA¥gll'oWl\tIIl
11 0.27901	 I=:::~~. -·-=duct~ __= 
l<A1I¥IMUM VALUE 
Time 'AirlP MmPFRL MinSVMt MlnSVU.~ MI"k'ttllm Dol P,oduct ulln; Clabo!'ho · Mil'lluruuh..ocliwl M1n:EJSvtA"""'''''''''''	 '.10 0 0 0, • · .• . 0 0 ..6 ­0
 
2 0 O.4M69 0.64973 061001 O.OOI.M 0,81907 UJU21 0.' ,

3 0 OJISte.t 0.l5:!I36-7 0.66100 0.15811 0.85409 0.'
 
0 0 O.6tl943 0.ES3l'J 0&593' 0.3

6 0 UIJ387 0.15611 If
 
, • 





10 II 1210 ·0 I:::=::-,.,.. :::~~_-+-~11	 M""~ COlOR H.ISTOGRAM 
MAXIMUM VALUE 
r_ MlIItRlW1dclm · MIIIlOPFRL ..... J..1acSVM-P ·M«x"r~$d~ ,A..esVp"j .":!dmllm Dal~octuct ..11T\8ColOf"Hlltogrwn •	 .- """" ...... ..... ...... ..... 0._ D.• o.ora I	 010871 0.101171 010871 0.10871 o t0871 0100710.'0371 , .....,	 0.1 1	 O.6'5Sse o GS)1,!1 00~37 <IG4lln 0.05037 010lln '.5
 
O.&';i~ 0..... 0.-Q469'1 1)...6162 ()Ot\IH
 (),052' 0.10871 0.'
 
4 015121 0_ 00461e 0.46148
 0041:2-l ',3
0.e5~g,e. 0._ 0....67ll2 0.0'5"21
 
065596: OD9-l91
·	 '.20.05037, (J<S5598	 '.T 5	 065596 
O.I55Sge	 ,1 2 J 5 10 II 12. • •-u.-~10	 0.15~ __· II I	 • ....... __au.osw--'L
 I,t...,~0.65598 I::=~ "- , 
97 
• ----
• • • 
• 
AVERAGE V}J.UE 
A_....Ool~~'"'Cokw......,_r_ A ........ A A RL A A A l,~" A as"'M
 
, 0.08274 0.0627" 0.06'214 "'" 0.06214 0.oeJ14 -,
 0.05785 0.051l1S 0.05745 0.05785 ••0078S 0.05185 O.O~lM 0.12
 0.062'" .0627'	 
0.1" 
·	 
~ · 2 •.00229 O.D4UW 0.0.&&25 0.1)4.401 0.0"1 00440' 0.047.2 / \ /"--.., 013514 0.'01 0.04514 ...., D.0411Ja ..... ....,. 0.1 I	 'v V 
.0!l0ll1 ....54 0.045047 O.06m DD4So17 0", 0.10058 0.06101 0.0681 ...... / . 










 1::::;:-;;. ==--+-= -- I 
ltlNIMUM VALUE -. MnTr......s.c1Ml MinBSVM M~Dot~"InIe:.tDrHhtDrgr...Tin-. ............- """"'RL	 •.05
0 
••, • · • 0 • • --~.0 0 0 0.0<
 
2 
• OJI....616 0."" • 0.02909 2- ~
 · • D.O.a517 00.3137 , • .."""	 O.C0801 003J!85 0.030 0.04513 O.()04!18 0.02696 0.G·UlO1, 0 0.00&514 (I.D4501 o.04-m 004390	 Ii .. 
•	 0.02, 0.04513 002696 .0300'	 11/0.0220l	 (I.OZ909 0.01•7 • , 
• • 0 2 3 , 5 r '0 '2,.•	 • • • • " •·•	 .- I1--:.:::-.... ::==:...--.-::=.•" 
"'-"AI.JCK 
...A,)(IM ...... VAlUE 
Wulonufft Dot PfDduct u.1ng H_1De1i 
...ooR....... 
...-· M...:PFRL , M~VM-P .....TI..sd\.C1l\Oe MlOC83VM' 30
"''''''''''Il2&.137S 28,23115 2823J6 782J]a 2I!t2J1e 28.231S 28.2318 -•
1 26.m, 2e.39&1 26.398:1 28.396' 26.J!JS-' 
·
2fl.3'ge1 ,.""', 29 2ll
2 29,{)125 2J lSO'1 2S,e60J 24,.30615 "..... 2.",38115 25._
 
3 28.812'3 23.05.XJ 201 1200 24."'79 24.594 25.9"9 2S.8156
 2' 26
 
24.6885 2J.DS33 24.41'79 25.9119
 
2$,2601 23.0119 23.1299 25.0322 Z4.271St· 25·
 ZJ.Z374 ZU501 24.3616 24 ­·•	 237	 23.7739, 2O.Jlj5B	 22 ,	 ,2:J.n:J9	 1 2 3 r 12 
Zl.237_	 • • • • ,. " 
~ :::--:t=- I2UlUS	 --~~ "	 -~" 
AVERAGE VAlUE , A .S..... Av..... Dot Product ....-. ...-&lekT.... A A PFRI. A SW ,VM-P A A ,. 
1•.3415 1t.3A1S H.34,511.3415- A IU41$ 11.3AIS '''''''''''''''' 11."3415 
1 124321 1Z,...321 12.432' 12.-4321 124321 IUJl1 12.4321
 
2 9.»22] 20.8101 23.5253 22.1l836 23.716& 22...... ~.21..S ~23 ,

3 tl.70519 12.8141 23.3582 22...... 23.7127 23.6J74 > £..
 
~1.1Sm9 128335 212014 23.6'38 23 1902 
•	 23._ 
Go ,.•	 ;.10.7914 '2.81'" 22..... 23.637"
 
11.4'''38 20.6101 22._ ! 13




 10 11 12 
'0 




 I:::=--: :::=-- -+-~ I 
M'INMlJt.4VALUE
 
MinP., • ""'PfRL MinSVMl hi MlnSVM-F' Mv1Tr-~ ......BSVM
 M"'inwntOott'nJduct_lrtt~ 
25 -0 ....1.S5075- 1.58015 1.$M7S 1.58075 158()15 1.53015 1.68075 
2.5313ol 2.53134 2.53134 2.53"" 2.5313' 2.!5rJl)ol2.""" ~202 1.(001 tT.72tl2 22.5633 2O.-s54 22!505 ,. ..54 2'0338 ·	 -'1\ !':> 153	 U222S 1!UI2<l9 22.191e 21.563 20.518.22"'"2.2""	 · 17eo54 2.26397 22..02 2\..9'59 22.5(98	 II 










, 2 3 , 5 T 10 11 12 
'0
• . ...........
2.12982 F::::::~ ::=~--.. .-~ I" 
CORRElATION 
MAXJAUM VAlUE 
.. ulmum Dol Product u.I"II Con.....,.
 
0 1026059 ...102558-· 102.5.5~ "'- ", 10-2.559 102.558 102.559
 r~ .............. M.cPfR:L MIZSVM-P · f.4-:rr... M.eSVM
~ 102.559, 
9~t9715 96.91115 98.9116 1MI.91l6 96':;715 9lI.St711!1 1le~716 
2.	 9!H21'3 93.3157 91.8&29 1I1.M6 OJ.JOT 'ilU58 ,.,.>305 
3 t1G.3A 9l.t'l94 ~.7205 USI.02O& 92.W 02.3477 93.f7U 








• ..•	 .. 5 e 1 a 9 '0 t1 12~S.382.1 
,·to.aDS	 ===~'W-qo __ lt1iT~_'Mr I 
-"• ·A AVERAGE VAlUE
 A ...-. A P A 'FAI. A A SVM·P r,.,1Ml1oldlw WA
.IM. '"	 A 65..4077 66."011 65.01011 85."077 85"011 854017 85'011
 12.73011 n.7J<I 72,7)41 12.n..1 721341
 7273-11 72.73of'1 
2	 59.7:284 18.~ 88.704'5 &8.71(;6 e6.79'39 1l&1,611 lIS.07'5 
3 71.2505 aSt.2308 88.aJG2 611001 84.0361 84.8483
 
12.59M 1I.6a"7 90.111'8 &1035 SO 12&4
 
18.505'6 11.2605 86.8362 8ll.0)61
 
,	 







 1 2 3 .. 5,.•	 ,...,.. 10 ...
11	 76.5050$ 1:=:::::--,"- ::::-.. __;~ -,12 
M1fr.fAJM VAlUE,....	 ,......-. ,,""P ....."R1. .... , ~AirlSvtA-P tArnT.~ ............ '00 -r-__...'''n... ...Ool;.;.;,P ;;;.;;'... ... ...'::;;:.
...;;;.;;_ ..... . U< ',;;~'.::..,;;c..:." ..... ..,

It 891. l'.M14 '1.897" IT.&97.. u.8914 1'~i1_ 1t.«il'7oI
 
34.7," 30_ J.a.7]'g9 30um 24.nes 3O.11li\l 3Ono.
 
18.9129 e2AI) 7&.913 7&.02JSl
 
•, 
..------12 1&.5121 81.3156 tl2.096 -! .. t----h-+"'-~=!=="==o-.-
3 S,99S'S 51.9059 86.2491 7".685$ eJ22", &4 rns 75.35
,.- /"==-r,- ­
• 
3115.2602 suse 85!9lS7 .....2
 
52.90$9
 · 5	 :)5.8019 "505< .... 'ns j : i-----,~t:-F ...... /-.-J •.='" 67 33s.1 71t9t29
 
7 15.1581
 or ~ --...- --./
11.5145• 15.1557 1 2 3 4 5 10 11 12•lD	 '.30395 
" *.«119 t===.,. ====:-- --I 
98
 






"'... MAAlMUM VALUE ....PFRL M.svt.a I Jr."o:S~ 0.66126 0.6fHU 0.5812.6 












0.2S!111 0.12137 0.,21'" 
O.!5~17' 




























0.13817 0.10200 0.1401'2 
O.lol384 
0.4:N29 
01"35043 ,- . , f!'.4942S -~ 
- MII"~ 0.092 0.092 "...,Pe 0.092 0.092 0.092 1t.lI"llMUM VAlUE t.l,..PfRl Ll..l11SWl I MlnS\fM. 0.002 O.Dei 


















1.29955 1.19955 t.2~55 
1.246.22 ~.:lB9" U!!2'S!l 
MAXIMUM VALUE 




1.2<4461 1.20596 1.23145 0.1)14.64 1.1;&252 
1.21158 l.2A-15ZZ l.25J.8. 
1.:2'9955 1.20"" 1,2i9S" 
1.17a25 
AVERAGE VAlUe. 
• <lam A FfU. It, L A A SVM 
1.06202 1.0&202 1:06"2'02 1.062'02 1.002"02 1 ....... I ....... 
0.'74-19' 1.02Jl2! 0'.8!18 0.9364' 1.02592 1.07J2:1 O••72Slt 
1.14111 1.1et'2.7 G.1644·1 0,831:lA 0,01232 1.0,a2 
1.1234' 1029251 0.&51 O.81zg1 
























O,().:lI04....... (1,017& 0.015U.8 
0:01S32 
0.0015038 





TIm. MlllI9fRl MilIlCS'vMl. M5XSVM~P6' 











3.3'2645 • ..947U o 7'JHI'll '1 1i151n 0.3481 iAH17 I 
3.0'7311 i4r.638 2.121~ 2.195S3 
3.-32OA8 300762 0.75.:112 :).00762 
2.70668 1.48187 
3.OO7e2 
- 2.34907 2.34901 . " 2.34907 2:34007 AVERAGE vALue A FRL A Ll I A 2,:1:4007 7.34907 2.J;lIOO7 A SV 1.9691 1382'0 0.S4-'2J. 1.:lQ511J. 1.050196 O.911!l17 t.1~1 
.!-29643 12t172 0.4a.:l57 0.70232 0,31312 O.o1lK)2 
2.J.J5037 13&2' O.~423 1.12501 
2.29643 2.34901 0.d6873 2'.:J.IOO1 
, Sull'l 0.8'1.15& 
2'.3ol907 
MINlMUM VALUE 
""" MlrlPFRl MIrISVMIL I MinSI/M·PollIl MInO.svM 0.3211 0.32'1 0.32'1 00.32:11 0.321t 0"32tt 0.:1211 
0.m21 0.32.6-\4 O.UID41 0.32&4/1 03Z814 o t&tIM 0.3-177 
1.04859 0.4n17 0.105'7 G.2G:l,OO 0.21331 0.37.21 
t11J9411 O.l:N44 0.18641 o.:tffi 





MexS"'FRt.. MDSVt.JL Mo6VW-Pen 
Om?" CI.27J.7,/I 0.27374 0_21374 0.2:1374 0.1737<1 O.2'7J.l. 
023:2'23 0.1694.9 O.tn'11 0.201)3 0.169'9 0.1M81 0.2:2748 
018'592 o 1427&' 0.13141 O.•7474 0.09069 011X187 
0.3170J (j'1ll948 O.179U 0,22'UIJ 




... FRL A I A v ..~ 
0.18949 0.14909­ 0,t8S89 0.189&9 O.JaN' 0180159 
O,'41S4C 0.13437 014321 0.1d718 0.11541 014924 












T,,,",,, MinPen MinPfRL MiroSIIM [lAWl YM.p..ro MinTf-..JdUCtiYe 













0117111 0.103ln 0.09992 ~.'0158 








M.Io6l'FRl Ma:sllMl I h4GSVJ,I.p~
 
O.lH592 O.<S151il2 <0'61$2 0.61~ O.(51'5S2 0.8t562 0.815&'2.
 
0.""'"
 0.49065 0.S539ll; O.503J.e O.oI9CM5e 0.....5' 0.555+4
 
















IMUJ6 0.31~14 0.'39622 0.,28.417 0,3454 0.3e391 O.JUs"
 
0.1Q0.87 0.3250& 0,37006 0._ 040591
 
0	 0.1..(317 0.IJ317 0.''')17 0.U317 O.',fSH 0.t4311 
O.36Si161
 
3 0.11953 O.31S2'4 0.39'll22
 O.JoI..468





O.I~446·	 MINIMUM VAlue 
MinRMtdom MInPefI ~ MlnPFRl M"SVM , jnSVM~en ). MInBSVIol 
0 """ 0 . 00 0 ,	 • 0.071190 Do.2m" 0 0 0.27.561
 
2 0,20602 · 0J,134e 0.27319 0.3940415 030TJIlI
 
,, 
·•• 0.2722&	 0.G7W·11l1.3 0 0.325 
0.29715
• 
0 · · 0 
COlOR HjSTOORAM 
MMlMU"",,VALUe 
MCllRerrdotn ,,-... MI!l<PF,RI. M..s"", , MGSIJM.Pen ~ MDT,..d\I~MTim" 
D.8,2Q1J O.e:Z074 0.,152014 """''''''0.82014 , 0.6207'4 0.820701 0.&2074





· 0.82074 0.02"725 <01055'37 0.714126- 0.1!!911.9 0702.98
 
3 0.62014 0.82074 0.75405 0.1918
 
0."-2074 082074 00.75060-' 0.320701
, 0.&'2074 0 ..Oll:08
 
0,82674
· ",VERAG'E VAlUe 
, "
Tim' .-.. A 'L A V"lJ , A ~'M-fI.n A T(..~ A '11M 
01'1365 "0:t'r.l65 0.17'365 017385 0.11~5 0.17355 O.'f3;6,5 
0:22Dli11 0.13592 0,22971 0.1'0624 0.1'3.212 O.092n .0.201'12.) ·, 0.11624 0.OZ'195 0-.62&4'5 '.22259 0.68&J9 0.081lo841
 
3 0.13400 0.13582 0.22:971 0,24.23
, o.=S,11614 o lro&5 0.55349 00.17365
 0.'0:8-'47• O,t1385· MINIMUM VALue
 
"'lIlRW'1dom MinPilf1I MirtPfRL N1lnSl/Ml , MIn&'\I't.C-P"U1 Mlnlfm$dl.rd"", MIn8Sw.t
 
0 D D 0
 -•,, • . . 0	 0.00236 0.00585 0 O.oon'6 O.D07eS 0.006
 O.OU21 O.O~e17 0.00645 0.6154'2 0.01374
 
, ·••3 0.0023'08 0.00585	 '.006, 0.010Q..1 0
 0 0.0\41
 · · • HARALLCK 
tAAX1M1/tooI VAlUE 
,,~ MIDfJe11' ...-... iMuSVM'I. , Ms:.sWwl..'P Matr,...SllllcW. M..s_ 
, 0 "U.J655 12.3655 12..3856 11.:WSS '2.'3653 12,3855 1Z.3ll5'
 10.1158 - 12.&)64 11.1206 12.5064 12.5064 10:5131 1'\-.4195
 
2 IUl3O<l 10.874'1 10.584 12.0013 9.65363 '1.1171
 
3 13.fi67 12_50e4 11.1206 11.4295
 
11.01-304 12'.385' IOU~8 12,3(155
, 10.1.'15&	 11ll'05 · 6	 12,Jt.505 
.AY€RACi'e:vALUe
"me ........... A V -e~ A
A A T,m SlIM
 
0, 54529<1 5.45284 5.452U'"' 54'5.294- " 5,45lOJL ~ASm <I"" '!.41S204
 5.81'585 7.381.a If.QO,-&I 7.nUJ& 8.181511 848757
 ,.206"
2 5.01221!l 167347 9.8024"2 9.74975 0.714" ,,",8088'
 
3 1540-131 7.3Ei76 9.00'-91 IUDGl}f
 
~.'81228 54S29:t lU7548 5.4S:xlIoi
, 5,ll1585	 5.05151 · 
.s_4~· MINIMUM VAlVE 
, 
"",. MInRandom "m 'MjnPf M1n8VAllL I MnSVW Mlnn""ll\le~ 
0 1 71().:l9 I.7I()4g t.7lij4lJ U104fJ 1710=19 1.71049 "1.7100\11"'" 
2,7T.l&7 9.02'0'l 4 SlIM9 4.67ll14 :U12102 e 7503 4,14175, 
, 
11191Dtl 4.88055 lU71!17'll 7.23059 9.47742 8.1lI7&15
 
3 16JloS7 S.&2'ID2 4,S1D45 4.t417e;
 








Tim. MlIIl(R~dom 1IlI!06l'~FU. M8llSVM, , , M,d(l'lWl~ttv. ....IIM
 
, "... ~~71 """'1IMl "	 I,88.9--I7t 6'8.941' &11,$471 llll.9411 8llJ04', ll8.947 1 1I5.0J47 711.86Zll &0.1594 75.8626 7e.~6211 nS'7:;lll e3A782
 
W:Sd11 7' atlO5 70.S8~7 n.llQ se.-339
 
3	 ~.022'9 7&,6&2tl ao.tSQ-I 8341ll,2
 





"~,  I 
• 850341 7711e5.9
 &lI.D·Hl
 3 .. _-::"~':., -~..... · AVEAAOE:\fALUE
 
A R......... • m F'L VML , . VM·Pen .T'trls4.ocii'/lll . ''1M
- Sl.SJ75 52.5.375 "S2"SJ1S " 5-2',5J1~ 5>2.'"375 502~15 525315
 
I 00.201' 6Z,232'l!l 70.4071!! 86.11WJ as.las 66.5105 51 ....
 ·, 59.08152 &J.79'r7 6&,32.12 613.1'4.2:2 67.5581 55.9169
 
3 5(11.411,5: 52.2328 704007ll 87.POe





r~ l.!lnRandcm Mm' . MnPFFU. W!II!>\fMIL , MinS'IM~,," ~inT'f51.scNC~ t.l'"8S~'"
, 10.iUli! '10.9712 10.971'2 10.8712 10.9Tl;3 10,97'" 10.9712
 
1 JJ.38!t:r 5'542'13 62.f1'2S4 MA2t3 55.4213 60.8"1 Sf.l$410
 
2 1629t17 .. ,m 55,990" 81.06e'lll 67.16 el.304
 








1 EUClIDEAN D&STANCE 
GABOR 
MAXlMlA4 VAlUE "D.hnu", Dk~.u.Irog a.bof' 
TImo	 ............... MaP M~R1. Ma<SVM-I' M..TI-.I~1ivo M0d3S"'"
• 0.60105
 
I 0,'5&51 0 ..52.148 0.5755 0.52l73 0.SS7! O,S5433 0630.. 0.'
 
2 O,eISZl 059521 051419 0.519&1 o,.mJ j 0'
 
0	 0.60105 0•.61)705 · 0.6070& 0.50105 0.6Or05 0.60705 0' 
04lJaJ11 0"".
 
3 0'.591&3 O.521<l1e 05S1e.
 (1,55433 
0,60573 (1..6134'1 0.«943 0.52903' 0>
 
O..al962 0.S51a 0.2
 ·•	 r0.63164	 0.1•, '0.153222	 0 
0.589 1 2 3 7 '0 1\ 12 
063222
•	 , • 
'0 




AVERAGE VAlUE A....... Df.t-.c::. uelng 0 __'
 
Tlmo	 • R...... .P . • SVMl I • sv,,a..p A\ T~.enld.ur;e;.. ·as"", o. ,0 <148565 (1.4-!565 · 04-8565 0."'8565 o.ca56.S 0.4':.65 0.485155 -....
 0.49331 0."'8883 0.4727 0,42766 0.507 0.42'H5l1 0.470t1 i .. o.
 2 O.<l16'U 064376 0.49696 04254-5 0J,9487 OAOS1e OAe'U5
 
3 ().<I13t7 04SU:3 0.607 0.421$5 03
 
O.<la327 0.5'2915 0.434052 0.J'1101
 
0 ...9682 0,507
 1~ 0.2 ·•	 •.,0.61686,• O.4Ba32 0
 
0.51595




 ·	 • ............
I:::;;;;:m~ ::::~-+-==11	 0.49882 
MINIMUM VALUE 
T1mo MnRondom ...., MirlPFRl ""'. MinSI/M- · JoAnTl...sducli¥9 """"'\1M 0.• Mlnltnwn DII~. u""'iI' Gilboi' 0 0.22263 0.2220> 0.2226> 0= 022253 0.22263 0.22263 
0"''''' ~1 0.23628 0.3ll6S3 02S609 0.34534- 0..... O.324J1
 




A A;". ...,...-:.., ..... A3	 0.215-223 0.34a:w 0,34534 0.....
 
0.33627 044253 0._11201 0.21083 ~ ~ ~ '7 -.;;:





 1 2	 3 7 I. '29	 0.21583 





.._....... .....~ M..s , 1'.41PSVM-P M..ar~ "_11M M.ldmum Ol_lance- using Color Hlslogram
""""F'"
 
0, 1.IG4BJ 1.164;83 1.1G4.8J 11&l83 1.16483 · 1.15483 1.1~
 1.'
 1.161SJ 0.91992 O.e450UI 1.'4842 0.91992 0.810-28 '.0&402 ~ 12·
 
7 1,"8483 1.16152 0.417M3 1J..T159a 0.48134 0.5oiI37 0.5·rS5t > 1
 
3 1.16118:3 0.91002 0.97992 0.8102l!l E 0.8
 
•	 











1 2	 3 1 11• U$4aJ • • • • .. ..• -_~ .......,-AI. --......,."..10 1.161~2 _w-:,~-+-~I::;::':=;	 I
1-16483" 
AVEAAGE VA.LUE 
limo A P A PFRL A SVM·P · • TlllllsdLJcltwl ·B5VM A.... ,..ge Ol'lance u,sJng Color HWogr8m•	 • 5 10 0.86422 0.86422 0....22 0.564.22 '" 0.86422 00.86<122 0.86422
 1 0.68-1&8 OAliI'I42 O.52~52 l}.~gg. 0.5601'3 O.<4!:I'I13 O.Sse.se
 
2 o,eT367 0.15401 0.3S050 044111J 0.46696 0.43313 0.41S1'J
 
· ! o. 
3	 0.727~2 0.49142 0.65013 o 4Q113
 
00-.151300 0.804,54 0,4<1899 0.3S509
 to0.6.•. s	 o.fen.. 0.55013 ·	 '< 016	 D.1!.394, 0.79:238	 0
•	 0,8815t 1 2 3 < 1• 11 .. 
--...".,.~ A.o9I"'~L• --~:MotIgI.,. O.1S394 
--~P'I~ --''''''Pt11l\1101 
o mao	 I:::=-....11	 0.78721 
MINIMUM VALUE
 
Tlmo "",Rondom ...". MioP'f.R1. unsVMl MInSVM.p ~T'lI'1lduclMl MInImum OJ.tonee utlna Color Hl11ogr.m
'.eoeSYM 
0 0.38'445- 0.38401:6 O,:Je:445 0.3&"'$ O.3oM45 0.3S445 (l.J844S 00
 
I 0,29623 018233 0.20902 0.2.OZl3 0.23233 O.2M3i 030475
 





3 (l..3l5112 0.28233 0.28233 0.2a8'3Q 3
 
0"'1&45- 0,3'104 0.3Ue~ 021118








0 . •2	 10 II0.33511•	 ........ """'m ...........,.. "




T1mo ...""""""'" MIIIIPFRL MQXSV, h' ~Al!I>SW".p · M.cT,a1'Sduc;'IMl MriSVM M.llimum OI.l8nGe liIslng H.nlllck
 0 3.36050 """3.38850 · 3.36ege 3."'" J.3&e96 3._ l].,3&96
 
5.30071 2.69133 2.33'a5~ 2.39949 239949 1.GGe13 2.1137Q ~ 5·
 




3lS167 3.8U387 OHU/l 1·12181 ~ 3·
 
HO!ll41 2,J994~
 ·•• 3.93524 -5 ' 7	 3.:BU.94 " ' 
•	 
0 
• •4.10168• 3-.813-94 • 2 3 1. II 12 10 J.!J.3-524 
11 3.71)814 ....... ...,.-..-+-~
I=::~ -- -.... > .....-.- I 
AVERAGE VAUJE 
Av" ....OO mstanco usll'lg Har.Uck"no	 • PFRL • Sv.... • SVM·P ·.TrarlsduetMI • B5VMo 30 ·'1,52009- .2.SZ009P · 2.62009 2.52009 '" 2.'5"2009 2:~1009 2.52009, 24&2'2' 21131.., ,...... ~.3g.1Ja 13S!l 093545 1.'5114'
 






3	 2.6!)418 2.1"1:314 1359 0lJl5.t5
 
23'5172 2.;?912;2 062160' G.9J4Iss]








 10 II	 12•
,	 
:J .. S § ~ 10	 2.71132 _..,J,..---IWfIP..,.". __  " .............
 






























0 . ..,. 
0"'" 
G.871Q3 





















rr V '\ F\ / '" I.: ~ ~/ V 
:0 
• 
I 2 ;) 4 6 e 1 • 0 10 11 12 


















































0.' "..-.-,;M.:::.,.='m;:um:;;;Dl::.::.1Ao::.n::.; .:: :U::..,::.;n.:.• .:C;;:0...:;;: ;Ia;,;U:.:on;;.,.__~ 
i 0., h::::~::::":'\._--"=__="..-----",_::-.:j
i 0.' "­ "-/ 
~ O~ f----..:l~.."..~;;..". ....I1:::>-"---------l 
::I 0.1 +-----"'---------------l 
•.'-'--.-''-,.-~___'.~~~~~-~_~___'l 






























































































10 11 12 
....,....... 1 
0.2!S ,..",,.,;;M;.,'n;,:;'mun>;;;,;,;:..:D;,;";,;;U;.,",;;CO;,,U;,;";.,ln;.:.;.,C;,;o;.,...,;;';;,.U;;;,,,,;;;..__...,,",, 
J 02 +----=-~"----/.,..,,----­__/\.---l 
>S "015 t::S!~~~§!~i':~~~;:~==sj---....­ \.
j '""5+-----------------1 
0J-__-'r-~-~~~-~~~-~_l 














































































PFRL A "' A '>uP · A O.t3~OS 0.1J'195 0:'319$ 
0,13126 0.1123~ 0.1'1432 














1 2 3 .. 15 G 7 • Q 10 11 11 
0.25 "..-_.:A::.;""::."'::.:::•.:D;:O::..'P:.;"'::::::du:,:c::.,::;u.:::'n~.:.:O:::.;:bo<::::... _ 
1 0.2j--~-=--:"..<!-~---­ ~I::: t.~-~~:'~y::~==~~~~~':;../2:S""";;;~"'~ 


























MItIPF'RL ,AlrtSV,,", ,.-tnS........,.p · Mlnl·l4ntduc.,. 0.0446'9 0,0.«611 0.040469 0.041169 
O.06eS 011)151 0.01ta7 0.08142 







ll' to H 127 • .....'" 
""U"" 
'.2 .,....,_::M::'n::::lm:::U::,:m;.:D:::o:::I.::P::'od:::::.C::.:'.::.:;:.';,;n"~G.::bo:::.,r .._--_ 
! 0" +---/;-f~>'--~-k-/,,------I 
~ 0' ;< ,'Y<':' ... 





























Mm1"FRL ..._. hl Ma:cSvt,.,..p M.r,.,tducw.
.6229' 05>29' O.S229-' 0<S2291 
052&16 0531'11 053111 OA0471 
















l1mo A .ond<m • P • P!'RL A A VM- A T,..scl\.cttw. A AVlIl'tIIgG Dot Product u.ln; Color HI.togBm.."" 
0	 0.159311 O.159J04 0.15934 Ol~ 0.1159301 O..i59l-1 D.l593oli 
I	 0.21611 O.~2olo 0.30821 0.30<1&2 0.2906& 0.31291 0'-" 
.0.35 , O.'J5IJ'J O.tM,19 0.35496 O~292 0.3>4 0.35531 0.x\S61 , 03
 , O.2'll) 0.354~ 0_ O.3'2Q1
 
0.22104 o t1273 O.3.JO!o1- 0.36«13
 i:~! 
..BS<	 0 ...... ~ 0.' 
O.H1331	 00{ 0.05·•	 O"I~~i~~~;~~~~~iiii•7 011318
 
0.1502;4





MINl:WlUMJVALUE ....,. M'nRtr>dam ....." MW'fRL ..... MinSVJ.1· W'lTf"~~ MioBSVM 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0."(6" O.On.Z 0.00663 ()'l~S 0'002<1 O.OH'sa 
2 0 O.oroas O.J0658 0.1,.435 0.32029 0.25919 0.2812 
3 011-46'5 0.(1046S 0.1002-4 
0 · 
•0 0.00305 0.00615 0.3121
 
5 0
 011455 ·•7 0 0.00385 
• 
0 






::.:: :::::.t.::u.::Jn::lg~H:::.::r.::I:::'c::.kTlmo ..._..oom M.-PFRt Ms:o:SVM1. Ma6VJoA. · '''''D:'Tr-.duclMP Ma:rfl.SVM 600 .,......:.. •.::Im:::um::::.:D:::o::.'.:..Prod:::::... _ 0	 <45.3872 ""'"-45.33-r2 ~S,J872: "~3672'" "5.3872 -45.3812 -4S.J.e12 
43.9826 45.2296 4'1.1'7504 ! '00 -l------"-?------------'I	 42.:2242 41S1e!S9 43.932'6 45.3901 
~ 
2	 .<A2!l3 31.Z246 «.0'92 4·5.1'019 43.325» ....,. 44.3:184 
3	 ........ ...3,9826 43.'9l!I26 -45.7764
 
0<1.82&8 440.584	 4&.5259 48.54.23 




 ~ ':tS~;:;:;:E:!:~~:;~:;;~~;;;:~ 







A\I....g. Dot Product u.tng H.,..IJck
l1mo ..- A PFRL A • hi • SVM-P A Tr~cw A 13SVM 0 32.406' J2,4061 32.4&61 J2.,4GeI JZ,4061· 32....061 32."061 
1 32.2251 J:J.8913 '38,5337 J9.-4Z71 39.54'5-5 '2."'027 38'.")413 
2 3Hll057 29.5949 39.091 4'-41502 41.3'922 -42.3ElOg. 41.057,	 ! :~E.-."'=~=I;t:±:::.a--=:!:=!:::::!::
"~~;:::::===::J 
...-__..l
31.6:500 33,8913	 3D.545£) 42-4,021 
13.9495 32,1796	 44.4005 "'2.2866






• 123415.7& HI 11 1232.655•	 ...""... I10	 30.>41613 
11	 30."" 
""INl~VALUE 
limo MInPei h4~PFRi. MinSV , MinSVM--P M/r:lT,.,~ ....-	 ....."" 0 244666 2....4566 24... Mi6 2"'AS66 2"',AStiff 24,456!i 2UseEi
 
'! '~.54,5S 29AJ616 31.62~9 31,6875 :32.13875 36.1,8-78 19,540:Z
 
2 ""'59 22.0871 36.6038 ")4.6891 3t:5033 37.S6C3 35..1029
 
3 22.1745 29.4366 32.6875 3G.1en
 





· 20.85111•· 7	 21.1691
 
20.0025





Time ..-..- M~F"R'L MIlIlS'VM hi MawSVM·P · "'1Pl'rj~ 'k4G1\flS\lM 120 M.Klmum Dol P..oducl u.lng ConwJ.llon 0 g,g.2'344 W.2:.3'8 09'.23o\e' 89.2301,5 iI.2345 99'.2340 -*­
1 102.587 lG4.J!i3 IQ.4.3Z2 lOOJl8J UJ4.JgJ 101.62 1001181 ~ 100· 
"'''''' · ..."'"' 
"'-!? T ,/
2	 106.001 61,81351 8i1.6401 111.1179 85.8353 gJ.J.41 9.""'343 > eo "'-7 
3	 114.21l1 104.JI13 ll)<l,;3P3 101.62 eo
1111.971 83.5311	 n4199 101.434·•	 i ..109.359 lOA 3ln








TI~ • p • PFRL A 5V hi VM·P... 1Il A rr."dtJt:1i'.llI A ••IIM• "..-	 •0	 66.7011 6ls.1011 6!'-101' 667Qoll 58.7011 6ll.7Ql' U.1011 
1	 7.....54'16 64.015231 00.6013 e1.9!lt37 eo,.,.", 9'2.3769 ~2.731& 100 l~~A~••~'~.g~.~""~' ~P'~~U~'~'u~.~ln~g~c~or~'~.~J.~uo~n~::23..
2	 7' .... 17 6O.8t4 88.1664 93.4111 85.0256 81.Mt7 15G92"61 ! :r ~ '" -;7
3	 7":52~2 S4-.8l31 Be.:!6&S 1l2.37&!)
 
71.1708 55.SM. 00 ....
,	 .2'" 71 0687 ·	 I:+-----------------leo."" 60.314' 




· 1 2 3 " S 6 7 6 10 11 12 10 (,0,3743	 - "',.".". I 
" 7105a'1 
MI'~lt.'UM VAlue 
nm. ............ ....P MinPFRk. MinSVML MinSVM,'P · MinTr.,~ MinBS'I'"
I 0 u:,e712 '2fJ.8172 28.8172 215.8112 zs.a172 28.3772 28o!1n2
 
1 "'6.4:182 7o!1.S29 74.622 16.519 16'529 8,1.131'2 78.26&e
 





























Mu.bwn 01_. """" o.MI,- ,..... -,~	 ,~,~~	 ~ 
,~ 21»:1l.Dl.,1' ,~ 
,~, , ,..... .~. .-.- ._,.-...." 'l",",_:- .-olO.Jn ,_X ,~ ", , ''-''. o... ,n 1",.,,~ 1.P$J'1 '_P&::t O~.•'._,, ''''1''l:lllU,_. 
".111' 
I~I	 .. · U;lila j'" ,~. 
~.~ . 
l:Jll'1 
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Appendix D 
EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE AND SIMILARITY 
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